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Complexity of fundamental problems in probabilistic
abstract argumentation: beyond independence

Bettina Fazzingaa, Sergio Flescab, Filippo Furfarob
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Abstract

The complexity of the probabilistic counterparts of the classical verification and
acceptance problems is investigated over probabilistic Abstract Argumentation
Frameworks (prAAFs). Most of the popular semantics of extensions (admissi-
ble, stable, preferred, complete, grounded, ideal-set, ideal and semi-stable) are
considered, and the sensitivity of the complexity to several aspects (such as the
semantics of the extension, the representation paradigm for encoding the prAAF,
and the types of correlations between arguments/defeats) is studied. The com-
plexity of the problems is shown to range from FP to FP#P -complete, with
FP ||NP -complete cases, depending on the semantics of the extensions and the
imposed correlations.

Keywords: Probabilistic Abstract Argumentation, Complexity

1. Introduction

Abstract Argumentation Frameworks (AAFs)
In the last decade, several argumentation frameworks have been proposed,

with the aim of suitably modeling disputes between two or more parties. Typi-
cally, argumentation frameworks model both the possibility of parties to present
arguments supporting their theses, and the possibility that some arguments rebut
other arguments. Although argumentation is strongly related to philosophy and
law, it has gained remarkable interest in AI as a reasoning model for representing
dialogues, making decisions, and handling inconsistency and uncertainty [1, 2, 3].

A powerful yet simple argumentation framework is that proposed in the sem-
inal paper [4], called abstract argumentation framework (AAF). An AAF is a
representation of a dispute in terms of an argumentation graph 〈A,D〉, where A
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is the set of nodes (each called argument) and D is the set of edges (each called
defeat or, equivalently, attack). Basically, an argument is an abstract entity that
may attack and/or be attacked by other arguments, and an attack expresses the fact
that an argument rebuts/weakens another argument.

Example 1. (inspired from Example 1 in [5]) The defense attorney of Mary and
Marc wants to reason about the possible outcome of the trial of the robbery case
involving his clients. The arguments of the case are the following, where Ann is a
potential witness:

a: “Mary says she was at the park when the robbery took place, and therefore
denies being involved in the robbery”;

b: “Marc says he was at home when the robbery took place, and therefore
denies being involved in the robbery”;

c: “Ann says that she is certain that he saw Mary outside the bank just before
the robbery took place, and she also thinks that possibly she saw Marc there
too”.

The arguments a and b support the innocence of the defendants, and c means that
a potential witness instills doubts about the innocence of both Mary and Marc.

This scenario can be modeled by the AAF A, whose set of arguments is
{a, b, c}, and whose defeat relation consists of the defeats δac = (a, c), δca =
(c, a), δbc = (b, c) and δcb = (c, b), meaning that arguments a and b are both
attacked by c and they both counter-attack c. 2

Several semantics for AAFs, such as admissible, stable, preferred, complete,
grounded, ideal-set, ideal and semi-stable have been proposed [4, 6, 7, 8] to iden-
tify “reasonable” sets of arguments, called extensions. Basically, each of these
semantics corresponds to some properties that “certify” whether a set of argu-
ments can be profitably used to support a point of view in a discussion. For in-
stance, under the admissible semantics, a set S of arguments is an extension if S
is “conflict-free” (i.e., there is no defeat between arguments in S) and is “robust”
against the other arguments (i.e., every argument outside S attacking an argument
in S is counterattacked by an argument in S). This means that who uses the set
of arguments S in a discussion does not contradict her/himself, and can rebut to
the arguments possibly presented by the other parties. The other semantics corre-
spond to other ways of determining whether a set of arguments would be a “good
point” in a dispute, and will be described in the core of the paper.
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Uncertainty in argumentation: Probabilistic AAFs
As a matter of fact, in the real world, arguments and defeats are often uncer-

tain. For instance, consider an argument a (or a defeat δ) encoding an interpreta-
tion or a translation of the description of a fact reported in a reference text. Then,
a (or δ) may be uncertain in the sense that the original paragraph may have inter-
pretations other than that encoded by a (or δ). In the legal scenario, this happens
for arguments encoding different interpretations of the law.

Another form of uncertainty for an argument a corresponds to the fact that it
is not guaranteed that a will be actually presented in the dispute (for instance, a
witness may not decide to show up ) or accepted by the referee coordinating the
dispute (for instance, a judge may decide to rule out arguments presented by the
parties). Analogously, a defeat between two arguments in a legal dispute can be
uncertain: for instance, a jury can be instructed to consider an argument rebutted
by another depending on the way of interpreting legal precedents.

Thus, several proposals have been made to model uncertainty in AAFs,
by considering weights, preferences, or probabilities associated with arguments
and/or defeats. One of the most popular approaches based on probability theory
for modeling the uncertainty is the so called constellations approach [9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 5, 14, 15, 16]: the dispute is represented by means of a Probabilistic Argu-
mentation Framework (prAAF), that consists in a set of alternative scenarios, each
represented by a (deterministic) AAF (or, equivalently, an argumentation graph)
associated with a probability. The various works in the literature investigating
prAAFs can differ in the assumption on how the probability distribution function
(pdf) over the scenarios is specified. For instance, in [9], the pdf is defined “exten-
sively”, by enumerating all the possible scenarios and, for each of them, the value
of its probability. This form of prAAF will be denoted as EX (shorthand for “exten-
sive”), and is “maximally expressive”: it imposes no restriction on the probability
assignments, thus allowing any kind of correlations between arguments/defeats to
be expressed. On the other hand, in [14], the restriction that arguments and defeats
are independent is assumed, and this is exploited to simplify the way probabilities
are specified: the pdf is not explicitly specified, as it is implied by the marginal
probabilities associated with arguments and defeats. This form of prAAF will be
denoted as IND (shorthand for “independent”), and is obviously less expressive
than EX (since it allows no correlation to be expressed) but much more compact.
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Reasoning over argumentation frameworks: from the deterministic to the proba-
bilistic scenario

In the deterministic setting, two classical problems supporting the reasoning
over AAFs are:

– EXTsem(S): the verification problem of deciding whether a set of arguments S
is an extension according to the semantics sem;

– ACCsem(a): the problem of deciding whether the argument a is acceptable, i.e.,
it belongs to at least one extension under the semantics sem.1

Basically, the relevance of these problems is that solving EXTsem(S) supports
the decision on whether presenting a set of arguments in a dispute is a reasonable
strategy, while solving ACCsem(a) focuses this analysis on single arguments.

In the probabilistic setting, there are multiple scenarios to be taken into ac-
count, and a set S (resp., an argument a) can be an extension (resp., acceptable)
in some scenarios, but not in others. Thus, the natural probabilistic counterparts
P-EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a) of the above-mentioned problems EXTsem(S)
and ACCsem(a) consist in evaluating the overall probability that S is an extension
and a is acceptable, respectively, where “overall” means summing the probabili-
ties of the scenarios where the property is verified. Intuitively, solving instances
of P-EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a) over sets of arguments and single arguments,
respectively, can support the exploration of the search space of the possible strate-
gies than can be adopted in the dispute, with the aim of composing a set of argu-
ments providing good chances of success.

In the core of this paper, we will provide a thorough complexity characteriza-
tion of P-EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a), as better explained in what follows.

Contribution
In the literature, the complexity of EXTsem(S) an ACCsem(a) has been exten-

sively studied, and a summary of the results is provided in Table 1 and Table 2.
Much less is known about the complexity of the counterparts of the same prob-
lems in the probabilistic setting. Up to our knowledge, the only results in the
literature are those in [16] and [17] referring to the complexity of P-EXTsem(S)

1The acceptance problem can be stated also under a sceptical semantics, where the answer is
yes iff a belongs to all the extensions. In Section 8 we will elaborate on how easily our results can
be extended to cover the sceptical semantics.
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and P-ACCsem(a) over prAAFs of form IND, while no tight characterization has
been provided over prAAFs of form EX.

In this regard, our first contribution is the complexity characterization of P-
EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a) over the form EX: we show that, depending on the
semantics of the extension, P-EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a) are either in FP (i.e.,
they can be solved in polynomial-time) or FP ||NP -complete or in FP ||Σ

p
2 (where

FP ||C is the class of problems solvable by a deterministic polynomial-time Turing
machine extended with parallel invocations of an oracle for the class C).

Starting from this, in order to give an insight on the source of complexity of
the considered problems, we investigate the sensitivity of the complexity to the
type of correlations (between arguments and/or defeats) encoded in the prAAF.
As a matter of fact, to perform this analysis, both the paradigms EX and IND are
inadequate. On the one hand, IND does not allow correlations to be expressed.
On the other hand, in EX correlations can be encoded, but implicitly: for instance,
one can impose that two arguments must co-exist by assigning 0 probability to
possible scenarios where only of them is present, but the reverse process of in-
ferring the correlations from the probabilities is hard to accomplish. Hence, we
introduce a new prAAF (called GEN) where the constructs used for defining the
pdf over the possible scenarios allow for explicitly specifying correlations (such as
mutual exclusion and co-occurrence) between arguments and defeats. This frame-
work is based on the well-known paradigm of world-set descriptors (wsds) and
ws-sets, that was shown to be a complete and succinct formalism for specifying
pdfs over possible worlds in [18, 19] and has been used profitably in the context
of probabilistic databases. Interestingly, we exploit the fact that different syntactic
restrictions on wsds correspond to allowing different forms of correlations to be
expressed, and provide a complexity analysis of P-EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a)
for each syntactic class, thus showing the sensitivity of their complexity to the
presence of different forms of correlations between arguments/defeats.

As a collateral contribution, it is worth noting that GEN and its subclasses not
only serve the purpose of allowing a thorough complexity characterization of P-
EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a), but also can be viewed as prAAFs of their own
validity. We will discuss how their nice combination of expressiveness, compact-
ness and aptitude to allow an easy specification of different correlations makes
them valid paradigms for modeling uncertainty in argumentation in practical sce-
narios.
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2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Abstract Argumentation Frameworks (AAFs)
An abstract argumentation framework [4] (AAF) is a pair 〈A,D〉, where A is

a finite set, whose elements are called arguments, and D ⊆ A × A is a binary
relation over A, whose elements are called defeats (or attacks). An argument is an
abstract entity whose role is determined by its relationships with other arguments.

Given arguments a, b ∈ A, we say that a defeats b iff there is (a, b) ∈ D.
Similarly, a set S ⊆ A defeats an argument b ∈ A iff there is a ∈ S such that a
defeats b; and argument a defeats S iff there is b ∈ S such that a defeats b. Given
a set S ⊆ A of arguments, we define S+ as the set of arguments that are defeated
by S, that is, S+ = {a ∈ A s.t. S defeats a}.

A set S ⊆ A of arguments is said to be conflict-free if there are no a, b ∈ S
such that a defeats b. An argument a is said to be acceptable w.r.t. a set of
arguments S ⊆ A iff ∀b ∈ A such that b defeats a, there is c ∈ S such that c
defeats b.

An AAF can be naturally viewed as a graph, called argumentation graph,
whose nodes are the arguments in A and whose edges are the defeats in D. Thus,
we will often use the terms “AAF” and “argumentation graph” as synonyms.

2.2. Semantics of the AAFs and fundamental problems: EXTsem(S) and
ACCsem(a)

Several semantics for AAFs have been proposed to identify “reasonable” sets
of arguments, called extensions. We consider the following well-known seman-
tics: admissible (ad), stable (st), complete (co), grounded (gr), preferred
(pr) [4], ideal-set (ids), ideal (ide) [6], and semi-stable (sst) [8].
A set S ⊆ A is said to be:

• an admissible extension iff S is conflict-free and all its arguments are ac-
ceptable w.r.t. S;

• a stable extension iff S is conflict-free and S defeats each argument inA\S;

• a complete extension iff S is admissible and S contains all the arguments
that are acceptable w.r.t. S;

• a grounded extension iff S is a minimal (w.r.t. ⊆) complete set of arguments;

• a semi-stable extension iff S is a complete extension where S ∪ S+ is max-
imal (w.r.t. ⊆);
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• a preferred extension iff S is a maximal (w.r.t. ⊆) complete set of argu-
ments;

• an ideal-set extension iff S is admissible and S is contained in every pre-
ferred set of arguments;

• an ideal extension iff S is a maximal (w.r.t. ⊆) ideal-set extension.

In the following, we denote as SEM the set {ad,st,co,gr,
pr,ids,ide,sst} consisting of the above-listed semantics.

Example 2. Consider the AAF 〈A, D〉 of Example 1, where the set A of arguments
is {a, b, c}, and the set D of defeats is {δac = (a, c), δca = (c, a), δbc = (b, c), δcb =
(c, b)}. As S = {a, b} is conflict-free and both a and b are acceptable w.r.t. S, it is
the case that S is admissible. It is easy to see that sets ∅, S1 = {c}, S2 = {a} and
S3 = {b} are admissible extensions, while set S4 = {a, c} is not admissible since
it is not conflict-free. Both S2 and S3 are not complete, since they do not contain
all the acceptable arguments: b (resp., a) is acceptable w.r.t S2 (S3). Sets ∅, S and
S1 are complete extensions. Moreover, S and S1 are also stable, semi-stable and
preferred extensions. ∅ is the unique grounded extension, and it is also both an
ideal-set and an ideal extension. 2

Given an AAF α = 〈A,D〉, a set S ⊆ A of arguments, and a semantics
sem ∈ SEM , we define the function ext(α, sem, S) that returns true if S is an
extension according to sem, false otherwise.

The fundamental problem of verifying whether a set S of arguments is an
extension over a given AAF according to a semantics sem ∈ SEM will be de-
noted as EXTsem(S). Basically, solving an instance of EXTsem(S) means check-
ing whether a set of arguments is a reasonable strategy in the dispute, where the
meaning of “reasonable” is encoded in the chosen semantics. Focusing on a single
argument, rather than on a set of arguments, is the rationale behind the acceptance
problem ACCsem(a), that is the problem of verifying whether the argument a be-
longs to at least one extension, under the specified semantics.

2.3. Probabilistic AAFs (prAAFs): EX and IND.
A well-established way of modeling uncertainty in abstract argumentation is

the so-called constellations approach, that consists in considering alternative pos-
sible scenarios, and assigning a probability to each of them. Basically, each sce-
nario is an AAF (formally called “possible AAF”) consisting in a subset of the
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arguments and defeats that can occur in the dispute, and can be viewed as a hy-
pothesis on which arguments will be actually presented in the dispute, and on
which “rebuttal” relationships between them will occur. Thus, a probabilistic
AAF (prAAF) F is triple 〈A,D, P 〉 where A and D are sets of arguments and
defeats, respectively, and P is a probability distribution function (pdf) over the set
{〈A′, D′〉 |A′ ⊆ A∧D′ ⊆ (A′×A′)∩D} consisting of the possible AAFs having
subsets of A and D as arguments and defeats, respectively.

In the literature, different proposals of prAAFs can be found. The main differ-
ence is in the way the pdf P over the possible AAFs is encoded, and we denote as
EX and IND the most popular representation paradigms for P .

In particular, EX is a form of prAAF (that is at the basis of the frameworks
in [9, 10, 12]) where the pdf over the possible AAFs is specified “extensively”, by
indicating one by one the scenarios with non-zero probability, and the probabil-
ity of each of them. That is, a prAAF F of form EX is a tuple 〈A,D, ~α, ~P 〉,
where A and D are sets of arguments and defeats, while ~α is the sequence
~α = α1, . . . , αm of the possible AAFs that are assigned non-zero probability and
~P = P (α1), . . . , P (αm) are their probabilities. The size of a prAAF 〈A,D, ~α, ~P 〉
of form EX is thus O

(
(|A|+ |D|) · (|~α|+ |~P |)

)
.

Example 3 (An example of prAAF of form EX). Consider the sets of argu-
ments A = {a, b, c} and of defeats D = {δac, δca, δbc, δcb} introduced in Exam-
ple 1, and assume that the lawyer thinks that only the following 4 scenarios are
possible:
S1: “Ann will not testify”;
S2: “Ann will testify, and the jury will deem that her argument c undermines those
of Mary and Marc (arguments a, b), and vice versa”;
S3: “Ann will testify, and the jury will deem that her argument c undermines
Mary’s and Marc’s arguments a, b, while, owing to the bad reputations of Mary
and Marc, a and b will be not perceived as strong enough to undermine argument
c”;
S4: “Ann will testify, and the jury will deem that her argument c undermines
Mary’s argument a but not Marc’s argument b, since Ann was uncertain about
Marc’s presence. In the other direction, a and b will be not perceived as strong
enough to undermine c”.

Each scenario Si is encoded by the AAF αi in the following list:
α1 = 〈{a, b}, ∅〉, α2 = 〈{a, b, c}, {δac, δca, δbc, δcb}〉,
α3 = 〈{a, b, c}, {δca, δcb}〉, α4 = 〈{a, b, c}, {δca}〉.

Basically, the form of prAAF EX allows the lawyer to define, one by one, which
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scenarios are possible, and then to assign a probability to the AAF corresponding
to each scenario, on the basis of her/his perception of how likely the scenario
is. For instance, the pdf set by the lawyer could be such that: P (α1) = 0.1 and
P (α2) = P (α3) = P (α4) = (1 − P (α1))/3 = 0.3, meaning that the lawyer
thinks that there is 10% probability that Ann will not manage to testify (owing
to her ill-health), and that, in the case she testifies, the other three scenarios are
equi-probable.

This uncertainty is modeled by the following prAAF of form EX: F =
〈A,D, ~α, ~P 〉, where: A = {a, b, c}, D = {δca, δcb, δac, δbc}, ~α = [α1, . . . , α4]

and ~P = [0.1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.3]. 2

We now focus on the form of prAAF denoted as IND [11, 14, 15, 16]. Here, the
possible AAFs and the pdf over them are implicitly defined, as they are implied
by assigning marginal probabilities to arguments and defeats, and assuming inde-
pendence between them. That is, a prAAF of type IND is a tuple 〈A,D, PA, PD〉,
where A = {a1, . . . , am} and D = {δ1, . . . , δn} are the sets of arguments and
defeats, and PA = {P (a1), . . . , P (am)}, PD = {P (δ1), . . . , P (δn)}, are the
marginal probabilities of arguments and defeats. The pdf P over the possible
scenarios that is implied by the independence assumption and the marginal proba-
bilities PA, PD is as follows. For each possible AAF αi = 〈Ai, Di〉, with Ai ⊆ A,
and Di ⊆ (Ai × Ai) ∩D, the probability P (αi) is:

P (αi) =
∏
a∈Ai

P (a)×
∏

a∈A\Ai

(
1−P (a)

)
×
∏
δ∈Di

P (δ)×
∏

δ∈D(αi)\Di

(
1−P (δ)

)
, (1)

where D(αi) is the set of all the defeats in D between arguments in Ai, that is
D(αi) = D ∩ (Ai × Ai).

The size of a prAAF of type IND is O(|A|+ |D|+ |PA|+ |PD|).

Example 4 (An example of prAAF of form IND). Consider the sets of argu-
ments A = {a, b, c} and of defeats D = {δac, δca, δbc, δcb} introduced in Exam-
ple 1. In the case that the lawyer thinks that the occurrences of any argument does
not influence the presence of other arguments (and the same for defeats), indepen-
dence can be assumed between the terms of the dispute. Hence, the lawyer can
focus on the probability of occurrence of each single argument and defeat sepa-
rately from the others. For instance, the lawyer may set P (c) = 0.9 (meaning that
there is 10% probability that Ann will not manage to testify) and P (a) = P (b) = 1
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(meaning that Mary and Marc will certainly testify). Moreover, she/he could set
P (δca) = 1 (meaning that she/he is certain that the jury will consider Ann’s ar-
gument as a solid rebuttal of Mary’s argument). Analogously, she/he could set
P (δcb) = 0.8 and P (δac) = P (δbc) = 0.4.

Given this, since the arguments are considered independent, the possible sce-
narios modeled by IND are all the AAFs 〈Ai, Di〉 where Ai is a subset of A
and Di a subset of the defeats in D between the arguments in Ai. Specifically,
there are 9 possible AAFs, where 4 out of 9 are equal to α1, . . . α4 of Exam-
ple 3, and the others are α5 = 〈{a, b, c}, {δac, δca}〉, α6 = 〈{a, b, c}, {δca, δbc}〉,
α7 = 〈{a, b, c}, {δca, δcb, δac}〉, α8 = 〈{a, b, c}, {δca, δcb, δbc}〉, α9 =
〈{a, b, c}, {δca, δac, δbc}〉. Moreover, the probability assigned to each AAF
〈Ai, Di〉 is the product of the probabilities (resp., the complements of the prob-
abilities) of the arguments in Ai (resp., in A but not in Ai) and the probabili-
ties (resp., the complements of the probabilities) of the defeats in Di (resp., of
the defeats between arguments in Ai that are in D but not in Di). For instance,
P (α1) = P (a)× P (b)× (1− P (c)) = 0.1 and P (α3) = P (a)× P (b)× P (c)×
P (δca)× P (δcb)× (1− P (δac))× (1− P (δbc)) = 0.26. 2

In what follows, given a prAAF F = 〈A,D, P 〉 of any kind (thus, inde-
pendently from the way P is encoded), we denote as F .~α = α1, . . . , αm the
possible AAFs that are assigned non-zero probability by P , and as F . ~P =
P (α1), . . . , P (αm) their probabilities. For instance, if F is encoded as a prAAF
of form EX, then F .~α and F . ~P are exactly the terms ~α and ~P in the tuple
〈A,D, ~α, ~P 〉 encoding F . Analogously, if F is of form IND, then F .~α is the
set of all the possible AAFs definable over A and D, and F . ~P is the pdf defined
in Equation 1.

It is worth noting that IND and EX can be viewed as extreme and opposite ways
of allowing probabilities to be specified. On the one hand, IND is compact, as it
requires probabilities to be specified only for each argument and defeat, whose
number nAD is typically less than the number nS of scenarios (observe that nS is
O(2nAD)). However, IND assumes independence between every pair of arguments
and/or defeats, thus it cannot be used when one wants to specify correlations. On
the other hand, EX is complete, as it allows probabilities to be directly specified
on each possible scenario, but is verbose, as more and more probabilities must be
specified as the number of scenarios to be considered increases. In the follow-
ing, we will introduce a new prAAF, called GEN, where the pdf over the possible
scenarios is encoded using the paradigm of world-set descriptors. This paradigm
is somehow intermediate between the forms EX and IND: it has the same expres-
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siveness as the form EX (since it allows any pdf to be encoded, thus allowing any
correlation to be expressed), but is more compact, as its encoding does not require
the explicit enumeration of the scenarios with non-zero probability.

2.4. Reasoning in the probabilistic setting: P-EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a)
When switching to the probabilistic setting, the decision problem EXTsem(S)

makes no sense, since a number of different scenarios are possible, and a set of
arguments can be an extension in a some scenarios, but not in others. Thus, the
most natural “translation” of the problem of examining the “reasonability” of a
set of arguments S becomes the functional problem P-EXTsem(S) of evaluating
the probability that S is an extension, according to the following definition.

Definition 1 (P-EXTsem(S) and P sem(S)). Given a prAAF F , a set S of argu-
ments, and a semantics sem ∈ SEM , P-EXTsem(S) is the problem of computing
the probability P sem(S) that S is an extension according to sem, that is:

P sem(S) =
∑

α ∈ F .~α ∧ ext(α, sem, S)

F .P (α) (2)

Example 5. Considering Example 3, the probability Pad({a, b}) that set {a, b}
(resp., {c}) is an admissible extension is given by P (α1) + P (α2) = 0.4. Anal-
ogously, Pad({c}) = P (α2) + P (α3) + P (α4) = 0.9. Considering Example 4,
instead, Pad({a, b}) is equal to P (α1) + P (α4) + P (α5) + P (α6) + P (α7) +

P (α8) + P (α9) = 0.676, and Pad({c}) is equal to P (α2) + P (α3) + P (α4) +
P (α5) + P (α7) + P (α8) = 0.829. 2

Analogously, when moving from the deterministic to the probabilistic setting,
the acceptance problem ACCsem(a) becomes the problem of evaluating the proba-
bility that the acceptance of a is verified, by taking into account all the alternative
scenarios.

Definition 2 (P-ACCsem(a) and P sem
acc (a)). Given a prAAF F , an argument a,

and a semantics sem ∈ SEM , P-ACCsem(a) is the problem of computing the
probability P sem

acc (a) that a belongs to at least one extension according to sem,
that is:

P sem
acc (a) =

∑
α ∈ F .~α ∧ ∃S|(ext(α, sem, S) ∧ a ∈ S)

F .P (α) (3)

In the following, given a form of prAAF F, we will denote as P-EXTsemF (S)
and P-ACCsemF (a) the same problems P-EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a) restricted
to the case that the input prAAF is of form F, respectively.
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2.5. Complexity classes
Compared with other papers providing results on the complexity of the deci-

sional problems EXTsem(S) and ACCsem(a), here we have to resort also to func-
tional complexity classes (as done in [16]), that are more suitable for character-
izing the complexity of P-EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a), since they are intrinsi-
cally research problems. Hence, we here briefly recall the meaning of both the
decisional and functional complexity classes that are used in the rest of the paper.

P (resp. NP ) is the class of the decision problems that can be solved by a
deterministic (resp. non-deterministic) Turing machine in polynomial time w.r.t.
the size of the input of the problem. coNP is the class of the decision problems
whose complement is in NP . It is conjectured that P ⊂ NP , P ⊂ coNP , and
NP 6= coNP . The polynomial hierarchy is the following sequence of classes:
let ∆P

0 = ΣP
0 = ΠP

0 = P , for all i ≥ 0, ∆P
i+1 = PΣPi , ΣP

i+1 = NPΣPi , ΠP
i+1 =

coNPΣPi , where XY denotes the class of the problems that can be solved by an
algorithm in class X that calls an oracle in class Y . Thus, in the first level (i = 1)
we have ∆P

1 = P , ΣP
1 = NP , and ΠP

1 = coNP , and in the second level (i = 2)
we have ∆P

2 = PNP , ΣP
2 = NPNP , and ΠP

2 = coNPNP . At each level i > 0, the
three classes are related by the same inclusions that holds for P , NP , and coNP .
Moreover, each class at each level includes all classes at previous levels. The
(cumulative) polynomial hierarchy is the class PH =

⋃
i≥0 ΣP

i . The complexity
class Θp

2 is a subclass of ∆P
2 and is also known as P ||NP , that is the class of

decision problems that can be solved by a polynomial-time Turing machine asking
queries in parallel to an NP oracle (here, parallel means that the invocations of
the oracle can be done in a non-adaptive way, in the sense that what asked at any
invocation does not depend from the result of any other invocation). It has been
shown that P ||NP coincides with PNP [logn] (in this case, at mostO(log n) adaptive
queries can be asked by the oracle machine).

FP is the class of the function problems that can be solved by a determinis-
tic Turing machine in polynomial time (w.r.t. the size of the input of the prob-
lem). In this paper, we in particular deal with the classes FP#P and FP ||NP .
FP#P is the class of functions computable by a polynomial-time Turing machine
with a #P oracle. #P is the complexity class of the functions f such that f
counts the number of accepting paths of a nondeterministic polynomial-time Tur-
ing machine [20]. Analogously, FP ||NP is the class of functions computable by
a polynomial-time Turing machine with access to an NP oracle, whose calls are
non-adaptive (as explained above, this is equivalent to saying that the oracle invo-
cations take place in parallel).
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We will exploit the following results regarding the relationships between dif-
ferent functional complexity classes: (i) for each complexity class #C ∈ #PH ,
it holds that FP#P = FP#C , since #PH ⊆ FP#P [1] under polynomial time
1-Turing reductions [21], and FP FP#P [1] ⊆ FP#P ; (ii) a function is FP#P -hard
iff it is #P -hard 2, and thus to prove that a problem is FP#P -hard it suffices to
reduce a #P -hard problem to it.

3. COMPLEXITY OF P-EXTsem
EX (S) and P-ACCsem

EX (a)

We here provide the first contribution of our paper. Given that the complexities
of P-EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a) over prAAFs of form IND have been charac-
terized in [16, 17], we here complete the picture of the complexity of these fun-
damental problems by characterizing their complexities over prAAFs of form EX.
In particular, we will prove that P-EXTsemEX (S) is polynomial-time solvable for
any semantics sem whose deterministic counterpart EXTsem(S) is polynomial-
time decidable, and that it is FP ||NP -complete for all the other semantics in
SEM (whose deterministic counterpart EXTsem(S) is eitherNP -complete or Θp

2-
complete – see Table 1).

Theorem 1. P-EXTsemEX (S) is in FP for sem ∈ {ad,st,gr,co}.

Proof. The fact that computing Equation 2 can be done in polynomial
time straightforwardly follows from the facts that: i. for every sem ∈
{ad,st,gr,co}, deciding whether S is an extension in a deterministic AAF
(i.e., solving EXTsem(S)) is in PTIME; ii. the number of possible AAFs over
which this check must be performed is linear in the input (we recall that the size
of EX is proportional to the number of possible AAFs). 2

Theorem 2. P-EXTsemEX (S) is FP ||NP -complete for sem ∈ {pr,
ids,ide,sst}.

2Obviously a problem is #P -hard if it is FP#P -hard. As for the vice versa, it can be shown
that any problem A ∈ FP#P can be reduced to a #P -hard problem B, under polynomial time
1-Turing reductions reasoning as follows. A ∈ FP#P implies that there is a polynomial-time
algorithm MA that solves A using exactly one call to a #P oracle C (as FP#P ⊆ FP#P [1]).
Moreover, since B is #P -hard, there is a polynomial-time algorithm MC solving the oracle C
(used in MA) that uses exactly one call to a B oracle. Therefore, by just combining MA and MC

we obtain a polynomial time algorithm which solves A by using exactly one call to a B oracle,
and this implies that A can be reduced to B under polynomial-time 1-Turing reductions.
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sem EXTsem(S)
P-EXTsem(S)

IND EX
GEN, BOOL,

IND-D
MON, IND-A

admissible P FP FP FP#P -c FP
stable P FP FP FP#P -c FP
complete P FP#P -c FP FP#P -c FP#P -c
grounded P FP#P -c FP FP#P -c FP#P -c
semi-stable coNP-c FP#P -c FP||NP -c FP#P -c FP#P -c
preferred coNP-c FP#P -c FP||NP -c FP#P -c FP#P -c
ideal-set coNP-c FP#P -c FP||NP -c FP#P -c FP#P -c
ideal in Θp

2, coNP-h FP#P -c FP||NP -c FP#P -c FP#P -c

Table 1: Complexity of EXTsem(S) and P-EXTsem(S) for different forms of prAAFs (the results
for EXTsem(S) are from the literature)

sem ACCsem(a)
P-ACCsem(a)

IND EX
GEN, BOOL, IND-D

MON, IND-A

admissible NP-c

FP#P -c

FP||NP -c

FP#P -c

stable NP-c FP||NP -c
complete NP-c FP||NP -c
grounded P FP
semi-stable Σ2

p-c in FP||Σ2
p , FP||NP -h

preferred NP-c FP||NP -c
ideal-set in Θp

2, coNP-h FP||NP -c
ideal in Θp

2, coNP-h FP||NP -c

Table 2: Complexity of ACCsem(a) and P-ACCsem(a) for different forms of prAAFs (the results
for EXTsem(S) are from the literature)
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Proof.
Membership in FP ||NP . For the semantics sst, pr and ids (for which
EXTsem(S) is coNP -complete), the membership in FP ||NP follows from the
fact that P-EXTsemEX (S) can be solved by performing as many parallel invocations
to NP oracles (each solving an instance of EXTsem(S) over a possible AAF
with non-zero probability) as the number of possible AAFs encoded in the
prAAF. For the semantics ide, the membership to FP ||NP still holds, since a
polynomial time Turing machine with parallel invocations to Θp

2 oracles can be
easily converted into a polynomial time Turing machine with parallel invocations
to NP oracles (this follows from the fact that Θp

2 = P ||NP ).

Hardness for FP ||NP . We will show a reduction from the FP ||NP -hard problem
sup(φ), that is the problem of computing the supremum of the satisfying assign-
ments for a 3CNF Boolean formula φ(x1, . . . , xn). We recall that the supremum
sup(φ) is the assignment where, for each i ∈ [1..n], the variable xi is assigned
with true iff there exists a satisfying assignment of φ wherein xi = true.

For the sake of presentation, we first show a reduction for sem ∈ {ids,ide},
then we discuss the case of preferred and semi-stable semantics.

Let φ = C1 ∧ C2 ∧ . . . ∧ Ck be the 3-CNF boolean formula in the instance
of supremum, over the set X = {x1, . . . , xn} of variables. We build n formulas
φ1, . . . , φn from φ, where each φi has the form φi = Ci,1 ∧ Ci,2 ∧ . . . ∧ Ci,ki
and is obtained from φ by assigning xi = true. Herein, ki ≤ k, since clauses
of φ containing xi evaluate to true, thus are removed from φi. Moreover, when
constructing φi, any occurrence of ¬xi is deleted, thus any clause Ci,j of φi can
have either |Ci,j| = 2 or |Ci,j| = 3 literals (w.l.o.g. we assume that each original
clause of φ contains literals of distinct variables). We denote the subset of X
containing the variables still occurring in φi asX(φi), and the cardinality ofX(φi)
as ni. For instance, starting from φ = (¬x1 ∨x2 ∨x3)∧ (¬x1 ∨¬x2 ∨x3)∧ (x1 ∨
x4 ∨ x5), where X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5} and k = 3, after assigning x1 = true we
obtain φ1 = (x2 ∨ x3) ∧ (¬x2 ∨ x3), where X(φ1) = {x2, x3} and k1 = 2.

Then, we define the prAAF Fφ = 〈A,D, ~α, ~P 〉 of form EX whose components
are as follows:

• A = A0∪ . . .∪An, where A0 consists of an argument s, whereas each other
Ai contains (i) an argument Ci,j for each clause Ci,j appearing in φi; (ii)
two arguments xl and ¬xl for each variable xl ∈ X(φi); (iii) two arguments
ψi, φi; (iv) an argument s.
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• D = D0∪ . . .∪Dn, where D0 contains only the defeat δ0 = (s, s), whereas
each other Di contains (i) two defeats δψi = (ψi, ψi) and δφi = (φi, ψi);
(ii) two defeats δi1 = (s, φi) and δi2 = (φi, s); (iii) for each clause Ci,j of
φi, a defeat δi,j = (Ci,j, φi); (iv) for each clause Ci,j and each literal lui,j
occurring in Ci,j (with u ∈ [1..|Ci,j|]), a defeat δui,j = (lui,j, Ci,j), where lui,j
is an argument of the form xl or ¬xl, with xl ∈ X(φi); (v) two defeats
δxl1 = (xl,¬xl) and δxl2 = (¬xl, xl) for each variable xl ∈ X(φi); (vi) two
defeats δψil,1 = (ψi, xl) and δψil,2 = (ψi,¬xl) for each variable xl ∈ X(φi).

• ~α = α0, α1, . . . , αn, where αi = 〈Ai, Di〉, for each i ∈ [1..n];

• ~P = P0, P1, . . . , Pn, where P0 = 1/2n and, for each i ∈ [1..n], Pi =
2i−1/2n.

We consider the bijection β from φ1, . . . , φn to the AAFs
〈A1, D1〉 . . . , 〈An, Dn〉 such that, for every φi, β(φi) = 〈Ai, Di〉.

The graphical representation of the AAF 〈A1, D1〉 = β(φ1), where φ1 = (x2∨
x3) ∧ (¬x2 ∨ x3), is reported in Figure 1.

x3

C1,1 C1,2

x2 x3

s

ψ

δ1,1
x2

δ1,2
x2

δ1,1
x3

δ1,2
x3

1

1

δ2,1
ψ1

δ2,2
ψ1

δ3,1
ψ1

δ3,2
ψ1

δ1,1
2

δ1,2
2

δ1,1
3

δ1,2
3 δψ1

δ2
1

δ3
1

δ1,2
δ1,1

δ�1
�

Figure 1: Graphical representation of the AAF 〈A1, D1〉 = β(φ1), where φ1 = (x2∨x3)∧(¬x2∨
x3) is obtained from the 3-CNF formula φ = (¬x1∨x2∨x3)∧ (¬x1∨¬x2∨x3)∧ (x1∨x4∨x5)
by assigning x1 = true.

It is easy to see that {s} is not an ideal-set extension (and, thus, it is not
an ideal extension) in the AAF 〈Ai, Di〉 iff there exists a truth assignment t for
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x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn making φi evaluate to true. In fact, if such a t exists, it
is possible to find a conflict-free set L of ni arguments that defend φi from every
attack from Ci,1, . . . , Ci,ki . Specifically, each argument in L is either a literal of
the form xm or ¬xm (with xm ∈ X(φi)), depending on whether t(xm)= true or
t(xm)= false, respectively. Since φi attacks ψi, the set L is defended from the
attacks from ψi, thus the set L ∪ {φi} is an admissible extension in 〈Ai, Di〉, and
it is also a preferred extension, since no other argument is acceptable in it. Then,
although {s} is an admissible extension (and it is also a preferred extension), it
is not an ideal-set extension or an ideal extension, as it is not contained in L ∪
{φ}. On the contrary, it is easy to see that, if there is no truth assignment t for
x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn making φi evaluate to true, there is no conflict-free set
of arguments defending φi from the attacks from Ci,1, . . . , Ci,ki . In this case, it is
easy to check that {s} is the unique admissible extension, implying that it is also
a preferred extension, an ideal-set extension and an ideal extension.

It is important to note that {s} is not an ideal-set extension in 〈A0, D0〉, since
it is not even admissible due to δ0 = (s, s).

Given this, a reduction to our problem from the FP ||NP -hard problem sup(φ)
can be defined as follows. First, we construct an instance of P-EXTsemEX (S), with
sem ∈ {ide,ids}, by defining a prAAF Fφ according to the above-described
construction and choosing S = {s}. Then, we take the answer of P-EXTsemEX (S),
that is the probability P sem(S). Since, by construction, the probabilities of the
possible AAFs compose a series of powers of 2 multiplied by 2−n, from the binary
encoding of 2n ·P sem(S) it is straightforward to extract the set I = {i|{s} is not an
extension over 〈Ai, Di〉}. For what shown above, I \{0} coincides with the set of
variables xi in X such that there is a truth assignment for X , where xi is assigned
true, that makes φ satisfied. Hence, I is returned as the answer of sup(φ).

It is straightforward to see that the above described reduction is computable in
polynomial time, since the PrAF Fφ defined in the construction can be computed
in polynomial time from the original Boolean 3CNF formula φ, and computing
the encoding of 2n · P sem(S) can be done in linear time w.r.t. the number of
variables in X .

For sem ∈ {pr,sst}, a reduction from sup(φ) can be defined by construct-
ing a prAAF F ′φ = 〈A′0 ∪ . . . ∪ A′n, D′0 ∪ . . . ∪D′n, ~α′, ~P ′〉 with the following re-
lationship with the Fφ used above: (i) A′i = Ai, for each i ∈ [0..n]; (ii) D′0 = D0

and D′i = Di \{δi1 = (s, φi), δ
i
2 = (φi, s)}; (iii) αi = 〈A′i, D′i〉, for each i ∈ [0..n];

(iv) ~P ′ = ~P .
For any sem ∈ {pr,sst}, it is easy to see that, for each i ∈ [1..n], the
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set S = {s} is an extension over 〈A′i, D′i〉 iff there is no truth assignment t
for x1, . . . xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn making φi evaluate to true. Indeed, if no truth
assignment t exists, S = {s} is the unique preferred extension in 〈A′i, D′i〉,
and is also a semi-stable extension, since it is the unique complete extension.
Otherwise, if such a t exists, analogously to what seen before, it is possi-
ble to find a conflict-free set L of arguments defending φi from the attacks
from Ci,1, . . . , Ci,ki , where each argument in L is either of the form xm or
¬xm, depending on whether t(xm) = true or not. Thus, S = {s} is not a
preferred extension anymore, as L ∪ {φi, s} is now a preferred extension.
In the case that t exists, we have also that although S = {s} is a complete
extension, it is not a semi-stable extension since S ∪ S+ is not maximal: in
fact, (S ′∪S ′+) ⊃ (S∪S+) is a semi-stable extension, where S ′ = L∪{φi, s}. 2

The first four columns of Table 1 provide a synopsis of the complexity of
EXTsem(S) and P-EXTsem(S) for the different semantics in SEM (the results for
P-EXTsemIND (S) are taken from [16], and those for EXTsem(S) from [22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27]). For now, the reader is asked to disregard the last two columns of
Table 1, since they refer to the complexity of P-EXTsem(S) for different forms of
prAAFs, that will be discussed in the next sections of this paper. Interestingly,
the leftmost part of the table shows that solving P-EXTsemEX (S) is never harder
than P-EXTsemIND (S). At a first glance, this is quite surprising, since EX allows
correlations to be expressed while IND does not (since it assumes independence
between arguments and defeats). However, this result must be read starting from
the fact that IND is more succinct than EX. In fact, given a prAAF F EX of form
EX and a prAAF F IND of form IND, such that F EX encodes the same pdf over the
possible AAFs as that implicitly encoded byF IND, the size ofF EX is exponentially
larger than F IND.

We now focus our attention on P-ACCsemEX (a). Its complexity, under the differ-
ent semantics, is stated in the following three theorems.

Theorem 3. P-ACCsemEX (a) is in FP for sem = gr.

Proof. Analogously to Theorem 1, the statement straightforwardly follows from
the fact that the deterministic counterpart ACCsem(a) is polynomial time decidable
for the form EX under the grounded semantics and that the number of possible
AAFs and the size of their probabilities are linear w.r.t. the size of the input. 2

Theorem 4. P-ACCsemEX (a) is in FP ||NP for sem ∈ {ad,st,co,pr,ids,ide},
and in FP ||Σ

2
p for sem = sst.
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Proof. The membership can be shown by reasoning analogously to the proof
of Theorem 2. Thus, the membership in FP ||NP holds for any semantics un-
der which the deterministic counterpart ACCsem(a) over the form EX is either
NP -complete, or coNP -complete, or Θ2

p-complete, that is for each sem ∈
{ad,st,co,pr,ids,ids}. For sem = sst the membership in FP ||Σ

2
p derives

from the fact that under this semantics ACCsem(a) is Σ2
p-complete. 2

Theorem 5. P-ACCsemEX (a) is FP ||NP -hard for sem ∈ {ad,st,co,pr,ids,
ide,sst}

As done in the proof of Theorem 2, we show a reduction from supremum. Con-
sider the instance of P-ACCsemEX (a) consisting in the pair prAAF/argument 〈F , w〉,
where F is the prAAF of form EX obtained by taking that used in the proof of
Theorem 2 (see also Fig. 1) and augmenting the set of arguments A with the new
argument w and the set of defeats D with the defeat δsw = (s, w). Moreover, each
possible AAF 〈Ai, Di〉 is modified so that the new argument w is put into Ai, and
the defeat δsw = (s, w) into Di. Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 2, it can
be seen that under any sem ∈ {ad,st,co,pr}, the satisfiability of φi implies
the existence of a set L such that S = {w, φi} ∪ L is an extension over 〈Ai, Di〉.
Specifically, L can be constructed by taking a truth assignment t making φi sat-
isfied and then putting xj into L iff t(xj) =true, and ¬xj otherwise. Now, it is
easy to see that S is first of all conflict-free, and then that it is admissible (since
all its arguments are defended from defeats coming from external arguments), and
semi-stable (since all the arguments in Ai are either in S or attacked by S) and
stable (since all the arguments outside S are attacked by some argument in S).
Since S is stable, we also have that it is preferred and complete.

On the other hand, if φi is not satisfiable, there can be no extension S ′ over
〈Ai, Di〉 that contains w. In fact, under sem = ad, S ′ should contain also φi
(which is the only argument defending w from the attack from s), and, in turn,
this implies that S ′ should contain arguments (corresponding to the literals of the
form x or ¬x, with x ∈ X(φi)) defending φi from the attacks from arguments of
the form Ci,j . This would contradict the unsatisfiability of φi, since S ′ would still
correspond to a truth assignment satisfying φi. The same reasoning holds under
the semantics co, sst and pr, since they require that S ′ is admissible, and for
sem = st, as if S ′ were stable, it would be also admissible.

Under any semantics sem ∈ {ad,st,co,pr}, what said so far means that,
for each i ∈ [1..n], the formula φi is satisfiable iff there exists an extension S over
〈Ai, Di〉 with w ∈ S.
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Hence, the answer to the instance of supremum can be eventually recon-
structed from the binary encoding of the probability returned by a solver of the
instance 〈F , w〉 of P-ACCsemEX (a), analogously to what done in the proof of Theo-
rem 2.

For the semantics ids and ide, the reduction can be shown to an instance
〈F , s〉 of P-ACCsemEX (a) over the same prAAF used in the proof of Theorem 2. In
fact, in the proof of Theorem 2, we have already proved that, for each i ∈ [1..n]:

i. if φi is satisfiable, then there is at least one preferred extension S over 〈Ai, Di〉
such that φi ∈ S;

ii. if φi is not satisfiable, there is a unique preferred extension, consisting in {s}.

Now, i. implies i′: if φi is satisfiable, then there is at least one preferred ex-
tension that does not contain s (since s and φ are in conflict), hence any ideal-set
or ideal extension does not contain s. Moreover, ii. implies ii′ : if φi is not satis-
fiable, then {s} is the unique non-empty ideal-set extension and the unique ideal
extension.

Hence, i′ and ii′ imply that φi is not satisfiable iff s belongs to an extension,
under sem ∈ {ids,ide}. Therefore, an instance of supremum can be solved by
determining, from the binary encoding of the probability returned by the solver
of the so-constructed instance of P-ACCsemEX (a), the indexes of the possible AAFs
〈Ai, Di〉 such that s belongs to no extension over 〈Ai, Di〉. 2

4. A GENERAL PROBABILISTIC ABSTRACT ARGUMENTATION
FRAMEWORK

In this section we introduce a new form of prAAF (called GEN) based on a
paradigm for defining the pdf over the possible AAFs different from those of EX

and IND. This paradigm is that of world-set descriptors and world-set sets, and
will be explained in a short time. The first motivation for introducing GEN is that
this paradigm allows correlations to be easily specified into and detected from the
encoding of the pdf. This amenity makes GEN suitable for our aim of giving an
insight on the sources of complexity of P-EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a), as it will
allow us to investigate the sensitivity of the complexity to different forms of cor-
relations between arguments/defeats. This kind of analysis could not be done by
working on EX and IND, since IND does not model the presence of correlations,
while in EX correlations can be encoded, but inferring the correlations from the
encoding of the pdf over the possible AAFs is a hard task, that would impede our
sensitivity analysis. On the other hand, our new form prAAF can be also viewed
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as a distinguished contribution: we will see that its nice combination of expres-
siveness, compactness and aptitude to allow an easy specification of different cor-
relations makes GEN a valid probabilistic framework for modeling uncertainty in
argumentation in practical scenarios. As a matter of fact, the paradigm of world-
set descriptors and world-set sets has been popular for decades in the context of
probabilistic databases as an effective mechanism for associating probabilities to
the data [18, 19].

The rest of this section is organized as follows. First, in Section 4.1, we re-
call the paradigm of world-set descriptors and world-set sets. Then, in Section
4.2, we introduce the prAAF GEN, that exploits this paradigm to specify pdfs over
possible AAFs. Finally, in Section 4.4, we introduce several sub-classes of GEN,
generated by different syntactic restrictions over the world-set descriptors in GEN.
We will see that these restrictions correspond to different limitations on the type
of correlations that can be imposed between arguments and defeats. Starting from
this, in Section 5, we will be able to study how the complexity of P-EXTsem(S)
and P-ACCsem(a) is affected by moving from one sub-class to another, thus also
giving an insight on the sensitiveness of the complexity on the presence of differ-
ent forms of correlations between arguments and defeats.

4.1. The probabilistic model of world-set descriptors and world-set sets
In this section, we recall the notion of world-set descriptor (wsd) and world-

set set, that were shown in [18, 19] to be a succinct paradigm for specifying
any probability distribution function over a finite set of scenarios (in particular,
this paradigm was shown to be exponentially more succinct than the well-known
paradigms of world-set decompositions [28] and ULDBs [29]).

Formally, each scenario is called possible world, and the set of possible worlds
representing all the possible scenarios is modeled as follows. First, a finite set V
of variables is given, where ∀x ∈ V , the domain of x is denoted as Domx and
is finite. Then, each possible world is encoded as a total valuation (i.e., value
assignment) of these variables. For instance, over the set of binary variables V =
{x, y}, the following four possible worlds are defined: w1 = {x → 0, y → 0};
w2 = {x→ 0, y → 1}; w3 = {x→ 1, y → 0}; w4 = {x→ 1, y → 1}.

In order to assign probabilities to the possible worlds, the variables are inter-
preted as independent random variables. This means assigning, for each x ∈ V
and i ∈ Domx, a probability P ({x 7→ i}) to the assignment x 7→ i, so that
the probabilities of all the assignments for x sum up to one. In turn, the prob-
ability of a possible world w is the product of the probabilities of the assign-
ments defining w. For instance, the probability of the possible world w1 above is
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P ({x→ 0}) · P ({y → 0}).
In [19], the set of variables, their domains, and probability distributions are

represented in a world-tableW consisting of all the possible triples (x, i, p), where
x is a variable, i ∈ Domx, and p is the associated probability P ({x 7→ i}).

The assignment-based mechanism for encoding the possible worlds can be
naturally used to compactly represent sets of possible worlds, via world-set de-
scriptors (wsds) and world-set sets (ws-sets). Regarding the former, a wsd over
V is a valuation of a subset of the variables in V . Thus, if a wsd d is total (i.e.,
it contains an assignment for every x ∈ V ), then it identifies a unique possible
world. Otherwise, it describes the set of the possible worlds identified by total
functions f that can be obtained by extension of d, i.e., for all x on which d is
defined, d(x) = f(x). For instance, in the above-discussed case that V = {x, y}
and x, y are binary variables, the wsd d = {y 7→ 0} describes the set of possi-
ble worlds {w1, w3}, as both the total assignments identifying w1 and w3 agree
on assigning 0 to y. If d = ∅, then d denotes the set of all possible worlds.
The set of possible worlds identified by d is denoted as ω(d). Because of the
independence of the variables, the aggregate probability of the worlds in ω(d) is
P (d) =

∏
{x 7→i}⊆d P ({x 7→ i}).

As regards ws-sets, a ws-set S is a set of ws-descriptors and represents the set
of possible worlds resulting from the union of the sets of possible worlds repre-
sented by the ws-descriptors in S. The semantics of ws-sets is defined by using
the (herewith overloaded) function ω extended to ws-sets, ω(S) = ∪d∈Sω(d). For
instance, in the example running in this section, the ws-set S = {{x 7→ 0}, {x 7→
1, y 7→ 1}} describes the set of possible worlds ω(S) = {w1, w2, w4}. Finally,
the probability P (S) of a ws-set S is the sum of the probabilities of the possible
worlds in ω(S).

In the following, given a world tableW , we will denote the variables occurring
in W as V ar(W ), and the set of wsds and ws-sets over V ar(W ) as wsd(W ) and
WS(W ), respectively.

4.2. The prAAF GEN based on wsds and ws-sets
In this section, we define the prAAF GEN, that exploits wsds and ws-sets for

encoding the pdf over the possible AAFs. We show that this prAAF subsumes
both EX and IND, and we also define some sub-classes of GEN of practical interest,
that allow different forms of correlations to be imposed and that will be used in
the following section to give a more insightful characterization of the complexity
of P-EXTsem(S).
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Definition 3 (prAAFs of form GEN). A prAAF of form GEN is a tuple F =
〈A,D, W, λ〉, where A is a set of arguments, D a set of defeats, W a world table,
and λ : A ∪ D → WS(W ) is a function assigning every argument and defeat
with a ws-set over W .

We now formally explain the semantics of a prAAF F of type GEN (with
“semantics”, we mean the setF .~α of possible AAFs encoded byF , along with the
probabilities F . ~P assigned to these possible AAFs). We first introduce the notion
of support: we say that a possible world w ∈ ω(W ) supports the possible AAF
α = 〈A′, D′〉 (denoted as w |= α) if every argument/defeat σ ∈ A′ ∪ D′ is such
that w ∈ ω(λ(σ)), and there are no argument a ∈ A \ A′ such that w ∈ ω(λ(a))
and no defeat δ ∈ (A′ × A′) \D′ such that w ∈ ω(λ(δ)). In other words, the fact
that w supports α means that:
1) the arguments of α are all and only the arguments a in A such that w is one of
the possible worlds identified by λ(a); and
2) the defeats of α are all and only the defeats δ that can be defined over pairs of
arguments in α and that are such that w is one of the possible worlds identified by
λ(δ).

Given this, the semantics of F is as follows. As regards F .~α, it contains every
possible AAF αi = 〈Ai, Di〉 such that:
i) Ai ⊆ A and Di ⊆ D ∩ (Ai × Ai), and
ii) there is w ∈ ω(W ) that supports αi.
As regards F . ~P , every possible AAF α = 〈Ai, Di〉 ∈ F .~α is associated with the
probability P (αi) =

∑
w∈ω(W )∧w|=αi P (w), that is the sum of the probabilities of

the possible worlds in ω(W ) supporting αi.
The following example shows how the so-defined semantics of prAAFs of

form GEN can be exploited to define prAAFs suitably modeling real-life situa-
tions.

Example 6. Consider again the scenario of Example 1 and suppose that the
lawyer considers only the following scenarios as possible: α1 = 〈{a, b}, ∅〉,
α2 = 〈{a, b, c}, ∅〉, and α3 = 〈{a, b, c}, {δca, δcb}〉, with probability p(α1) = 0.2,
p(α2) = 0.4 and p(α3) = 0.4. To model this situation, we define a F =
〈A,D,W, λ〉 such that A = {a, b, c}, D = {δca, δcb}, W consists of the triples
〈x, true, 1〉, 〈y, true, 0.8〉, 〈y, false, 0.2〉, 〈z, true, 0.5〉, and 〈z, false, 0.5〉, and
λ is such that λ(a) = λ(b) = {{x 7→ true}}, λ(c) = {{y 7→ true}},
λ(δca) = λ(δcb) = {{z 7→ true}}. This way, the set of possible worlds is
ω(W ) = {w1, w2, w3, w4}, where w1 = {x 7→ true, y 7→ true, z 7→ true},
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w2 = {x 7→ true, y 7→ true, z 7→ false}, w3 = {x 7→ true, y 7→ false, z 7→
true} and w4 = {x 7→ true, y 7→ false, z 7→ false}, with probabilities
p(w1) = 1× 0.8× 0.5 = 0.4, p(w2) = 0.4, p(w3) = 0.1 and p(w4) = 0.1. The set
of possible AAFs is F .~α = {α1, α2, α3}, where α1, α2, and α3 are defined above.
It is easy to see that α1 is supported by w3 and w4, α2 is supported by w2, and α3

is supported by w1. Hence, p(α1) = p(w3) + p(w4) = 0.2, p(α2) = p(w2) = 0.4
and p(α3) = p(w1) = 0.4.

4.3. Expressiveness and succinctness of GEN

In this section we analyze the expressiveness and succinctness of GEN in com-
parison with the “traditional” forms EX and IND. The following theorem states
that the form GEN can encode any prAAF F of form IND or EX within the same
space as F . The proof is constructive, and its steps define an algorithm that can
be used for translating any prAAF of form EX or IND into one of form GEN.

Proposition 1. For any prAAF F of form EX or IND, there is a prAAF F GEN

of form GEN such that F GEN.~α = F .~α and F GEN. ~P = F . ~P and size(F GEN) =
O(size(F)).

Proof. We first prove that the form GEN can encode any prAAF of form EX

within the same space. Given a prAAF F EX = 〈A,D, ~α, ~P 〉 of form EX, an
equivalent prAAF F GEN = 〈A,D,W, λ〉 of form GEN can be defined as fol-
lows. We take a variable x over the domain Domx = {1, . . . , k}, where k is
the cardinality of F EX.~α. Then, for each i ∈ [1..k], we put into W the row
(x, i,F EX. ~P [i]). Finally, for each argument or defeat σ, we define: λ(σ) = { {x 7→
i} | σ is in the possible AAF αi ∈ F EX.~α}. It is easy to see that, since each value
of x corresponds to a possible AAF encoded by F EX, the possible AAFs encoded
in F GEN are the same as F EX, and the probabilities assigned to these AAFs by the
two prAAFs are the same. Moreover, it is easy to check that the size of F GEN (that
is, the sum of the size ofW and of the ws-sets associated to each argument/defeat)
is O(size(F EX)).

We now show the encoding of a prAAF F IND = 〈A,D, PA, PD〉 of form
IND into an equivalent prAAF F GEN = 〈A,D,W, λ〉 of form GEN. For each
argument/defeat σ ∈ A ∪ D, we first generate a boolean variable xσ and put
into W the row (xσ,true, P (σ)), where P (σ) is the probability assigned to σ in
PA ∪PD. Then, we define λ(σ) = {{xσ 7→true}}. The equivalence of the seman-
tics of F IND and the so-obtained F GEN is straightforward, as well as the fact that
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size(F GEN) = O(size(F)). 2

From the proposition above, it straightforwardly follows that GEN is strictly
more expressive than IND (where no correlations can be specified) and has the
same expressiveness as EX. In fact, EX can represent any pdf over the possible
AAFs, like GEN. The point is that, while for any prAAF of form EX there is an
equivalent one of form GEN using the “same” space (as stated in Proposition 1),
the vice versa does not hold: given a prAAF of form GEN, encoding it in the
form EX can require exponential space. An example of this compactness property
characterizing GEN can be easily constructed from what stated in Proposition 1:
starting from a prAAF F IND of form IND, the equivalent prAAF F GEN of form
GEN has the same size as F IND, while it is straightforward to see that the size
of the equivalent prAAF F EX of form EX has exponential size w.r.t. F IND and,
thus, F GEN (since the number of possible worlds is exponential in the number of
arguments/defeats). The amenity of combining completeness and compactness is
one of the strong points making GEN a suitable choice for modeling uncertainty
in argumentation. We will elaborate more on this aspect in Section 6.

4.4. Restricted forms of GEN

We now introduce some syntactic restrictions over GEN, i.e., over the the
ws-descriptors and the ws-sets that can be associated with the arguments/defeats.
These restrictions will be useful in the context of our complexity analysis,
since they correspond to allowing different forms of correlations between argu-
ments/defeats. Thus, studying if and how the complexity varies when imposing a
restriction gives an insight on the sources of complexity intrinsic in the different
forms of correlations. When introducing each restriction, we will also discuss its
relevance as a “practical” form of prAAF, by pointing out whether it corresponds
to a form of prAAF already proposed in the literature, or whether it exhibits
specific amenities that make it a candidate for being profitably used as the core of
an argumentation system.

Boolean prAAF (BOOL). The first restriction is that of allowing variables in the
world table to take values from the boolean domain only. Specifically, a prAAF
F = 〈A,D,W, λ〉 of form GEN is said to be boolean (or, equivalently, of form
BOOL) if, for each x ∈ V ar(W ), Domx is the boolean domain. Intuitively,
boolean prAAFs allow the occurrences of arguments and defeats within a dispute
to be defined in terms of boolean formulas over a set of “elementary” independent
probabilistic events. In fact, any “boolean” ws-set {wsd1, . . . , wsdn} encodes the
DNF formula c(wsd1) ∨ . . . ∨ c(wsdn), where, in turn, for each wsdi = {x1 7→
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true, . . . , xk 7→ true, xk+1 7→ false, . . . , xm 7→ false}, the term c(wsdi) is the con-
junction x1 ∧ . . . ∧ xk ∧ ¬xk+1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬xm. This way of defining arguments and
defeats is at the basis of one of the prAAF models analyzed in [16]. Observe that
the prAAF defined in Example 6 is of form BOOL.

For the sake of simplicity, in the descriptors in boolean prAAFs, we use
the literals x and ¬x as shorthands for x 7→ true and x 7→ false, respectively.
Thus, for instance, the ws-set { {x 7→true, y 7→false}, {y 7→true} } is written as
{ {x,¬y}, {y} }.

Monadic prAAF (MON). The second restriction is that of requiring that a prAAF
is boolean and λ associates every argument/defeat with a ws-set consisting of a
unique ws-descriptor containing only one variable assignment. Thus, a prAAF
F = 〈A,D,W, λ〉 is said to be monadic (or, equivalently, of form MON) iff it is
boolean and, for each σ ∈ A ∪ D, λ(σ) = {{x 7→ v}}, where x ∈ V ar(W )
and v ∈ Domx. Monadic prAAFs allow us to express co-existence of argu-
ments/defeats and mutual exclusiveness between pairs of arguments and defeats
in terms of xor constraints. Specifically, an xor constraint between two argu-
ments/defeats σ1 and σ2 states that any possible AAF contains either σ1 or σ2, but
not both. Basically, the co-existence of a set of arguments/defeats {σ1, . . . , σk} is
imposed by assigning the same ws-set to each of them, i.e., λ(σ1) = . . . = λ(σk),
where λ(σ1) is of the form { {x} } or { {¬x} }. On the other hand, an xor con-
straint over a pair σ1, σ2 of arguments/defeats is imposed by using the negation of
the literal describing σ1 as descriptor for σ2 (for instance, if λ(σ1) = { {x} }, then
λ(σ2) = { {¬x} }). Observe that the prAAF defined in Example 6 is monadic
(therein, the co-existence of the defeats δca and δcb is imposed).

In Section 6, we will see that the characteristics of MON make it well-suited
for being used in practice to support the specification of probabilities and
correlations in a user-friendly way (even without the need to explicitly define
wsds and ws-sets).

Monadic prAAF with independent defeats (IND-D). This restriction over
monadic prAAFs imposes that a variable occurring in the ws-set of any defeat
cannot be used to describe some other arguments/defeats. This means that every
defeat is described by a variable that is independent from those used to describe
the other terms of the dispute. Formally, a monadic prAAF F = 〈A,D,W, λ〉
is said to be monadic with independent defeats (or, equivalently, of form IND-D)
iff, for each δ ∈ D, given that λ(δ) = {{x 7→ v}}, there is no argument/defeat
σ ∈ A ∪D such that λ(σ) = {{x 7→ v′}}, with v, v′ ∈ {true, false}.
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On the one hand, prAAFs of form IND-D still allow us to impose the
co-existence of arguments and xor constraints over pairs of arguments. On
the other hand, in this form of prAAF, defeats are modeled as conditionally
independent from one another, given the occurrence of the arguments over which
they are defined. Remarkably, this case has been considered in some well-known
frameworks in the literature, such as the framework addressed in [12], where
defeats (but not the arguments) are assumed to be certain (obviously, “certainty”
is a particular case of independence).

Monadic prAAF with independent arguments (IND-A). Finally, we consider the
restriction dual to the last one, where the independence refers to the variables
describing the arguments instead of the defeats. Thus, a monadic prAAF F =
〈A,D,W, λ〉 is said to be monadic with independent arguments (or, equivalently,
of form IND-A) iff, for each a ∈ A, given that λ(a) = {{x 7→ v}}, there is no
argument/defeat σ ∈ A ∪ D such that λ(σ) = {{x 7→ v′}}, with v, v′ ∈ {true,
false}.

It is easy to see that prAAFs of type IND-A allow us to impose the co-existence
of defeats and xor constraints over pairs of defeats, while modeling the occur-
rences of different arguments within the dispute as independent events. Interest-
ingly, the case that arguments are independent while defeats can be correlated is
at the basis of the study in [5], where a framework for probabilistically modeling
attacks (while arguments are certain) has been introduced.

5. COMPLEXITY RESULTS FOR P-EXTsem(S) AND P-ACCsem(a)
OVER GEN AND ITS SUBCLASSES

We here provide the complexity characterization of P-EXTsem(S) and P-
ACCsem(a) in the case that GEN or one of its subclasses is used as form of prAAF.
For every F ∈ {GEN, BOOL,MON, IND-A, IND-D}, we will use the symbol F as
subscript of P-EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a) to denote the restrictions of these
problems over prAAFs of form F . The results are summarized in Table 1 and
Table 2. Given that these subclasses of GEN correspond to different restrictions on
the type of correlations between arguments/defeats, studying what changes when
moving from a subclass to another will allow us to give an insight on the sources
of complexity of these problems (a conclusive discussion will be provided the end
of this section, in Section 5.4).
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5.1. Upper bound
We start by showing an upper bound for the complexity of P-EXTsemGEN (S) and

P-ACCsemGEN (a). Specifically, we will show that these problems are in FP#P . Ob-
viously, this upper bound holds for all the subclasses of GEN. In the next section,
we will see that FP#P is a tight bound (i.e., it is also a lower bound) for P-
ACCsem(a) independently from the chosen semantics and the subclass of GEN,
while for P-EXTsem(S) things are more intricate, since for some combinations
subclass/semantics it is possible to obtain a polynomial bound.

Theorem 6. For any sem ∈ SEM , P-EXTsemGEN (S) and P-ACCsemGEN (a) are in
FP#P .

Proof. We provide the detailed proof for P-EXTsemGEN (S) in the case of the admis-
sible semantics, and then show that the same result holds for the same problem
under the other semantics, and for P-ACCsemGEN (a) under any semantics.

In order to prove the membership in FP#P for P-EXTsemGEN (S) under sem =

ad we show that Pad(S) can be computed by the following polynomial time
algorithm A with access to a #P oracle.

Observe that Pad(S) is a rational number whose denominator d is equal to∏
x∈V ar(W ) LCD ({px|〈x, i, px〉 ∈ W}), where LCD denotes the least common de-

nominator of a set of rational numbers. Hence, A first computes d in polynomial
time w.r.t. the size ofF and then it calls a #P oracle for computing the numerator
n of Pad(S). The oracle counts the number of accepting paths of a nondetermin-
istic polynomial-time Turing machine M such that:

(i) M nondeterministically guesses a possible word w in ω(W ). Recall that w
uniquely determines a possible AAF α for F such that w |= α.

(ii) At each leaf of the computation of the previous step, let w be the guessed
possible world in ω(W ), P (w) its probability, and α the AAF supported
by w. The computation tree is then split again d · P (w) times to reflect
the probability of the possible world w (herein, P (w) is a rational number
whose denominator is d, and it can be computed in polynomial time w.r.t.
the size of F).

(iii) Finally, M checks in polynomial time if S is an admissible set of arguments
in the AAF α.
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It is easy to see that the number of accepting paths ofM is d·
∑

w ∈ ω(F) ∧ α ∈ α(F)∧
w |= α ∧ ext(α, ad, S)

P (w),

that is the numerator n of Pad(S). Finally, Algorithm A returns both n and d.
This completes the FP#P -membership proof for P-EXTsemGEN (S) under sem = ad.

The membership of P-EXTsemGEN (S) in FP#P for sem ∈ {st, co, gr, sst,
pr, ids, ide} can be obtained by modifying algorithm A and the machine M
described above so that at step (iii) of the computation of M a C oracle is in-
voked to decide an instance of the deterministic problem EXTsem(S), where C is
the complexity class of EXTsem(S). Then, the statement follows from the fact
that FP#P = FP#C for any complexity class in the polynomial hierarchy (see
Section 2.5).

The very same reasoning proves the membership of P-ACCsemGEN (a) in FP#P ,
independently from the semantics: it suffices to replace the oracle invoked at (iii)
with an oracle over the class of complexity of the problem ACCsem(a). 2

5.2. Lower bounds: hard cases
We first focus on P-EXTsem(S) and show that the upper bound FP#P is also

a lower bound (independently from the semantics) even in the case that the re-
striction IND-A (boolean, monadic, with independent arguments) of GEN is con-
sidered.

Theorem 7. For any sem ∈ SEM , P-EXTsemIND-A(S) is FP#P -hard.

Proof. The FP#P -hardness for sem ∈ {co,gr,pr, ids,ide,sst} is implied
by the fact that P-EXTsemIND (S) is FP#P -complete [16] and IND can be seen as a
further restriction of IND-A. As regards the case that sem ∈ {ad,st}, we will
prove that P-EXTsemIND-A(S) is FP#P -hard by showing a reduction to our problem
from the #P -hard problem #P2CNF , that is, the problem of counting the num-
ber of satisfying assignments of a CNF formula where each clause consists of
exactly 2 positive literals.

Let φ = C1 ∧ C2 ∧ . . . Ck be a P2CNF , where X = {x1, . . . , xn} is the set
of its propositional variables. We define the prAAF Fφ = 〈A,D,W, λ〉 of form
IND-A where:

• The set A consists of: (i) three arguments Aj with j ∈ [1..3]; and (ii) an
argument Ci for each clause Ci appearing in φ;

• The relation D contains, for each clause Ci (with i ∈ [1..k]), a defeat δ1
Ci

=
(A1, Ci), a defeat δ2

Ci
= (A2, Ci), and a defeat δ3

Ci
= (Ci, A3).
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• The world table W contains a triple 〈x, true, 1〉, and, for each i ∈ [1..n],
the two triples 〈xi, true, 1

2
〉 and 〈xi, false, 1

2
〉;

• Function λ is defined as follows: i) for each a ∈ A, λ(a) = {x 7→ true};
and ii) for each i ∈ [1..k], λ(δ3

Ci
) = {x 7→ true}; and iii) for each i ∈

[1..k], λ(δ1
Ci

) = wsi1 = {xj 7→ true}, and λ(δ2
Ci

) = wsi2 = {xh 7→ true},
where Ci = xj ∨ xh.

The graphical representation of the prAAF corresponding to a formula φ is re-
ported in Figure 2.

A1 A2

C1 Ck

wsk1

A3

ws12

ws11

wsk2

Figure 2: Graphical representation of the prAAF corresponding to a formula φ
We consider the bijection β from the truth assignments for the propositional

variables x1, . . . , xn and the possible worlds w ∈ ω(W ) such that, for each truth
assignment t for the propositional variables x1, . . . , xn, β(t) = w is the possible
world defined as follows: i) x is assigned true; and ii) xi is assigned t(xi) for
each i ∈ [1..n].

It is easy to see that φ evaluates to true under t iff {A1, A2, A3} is an admissible
extension in the possible AAFs α forFφ such that β(t) |= α. Indeed, {A1, A2, A3}
is an admissible extension in a possible AAF α = 〈A′, D′〉 iff for each argument
Ci with i ∈ [1..k] at least one of the defeats δ1

Ci
or δ2

Ci
belongs to D′. This implies

that {A1, A2, A3} is an admissible extension in all and only the possible AAFs α
such that there exists a truth assignment t for x1, . . . , xn which makes φ evaluate
to true and such that β(t) |= α.

Moreover, it is easy to see that for each possible AAF α for Fφ, {A1, A2, A3}
is an admissible extension iff {A1, A2, A3} is a stable extension. Hence, from now
on we continue the proof considering the admissible semantics only, as the same
reasoning apply to the case of the stable semantics.
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Given this, a reduction to our problem from the #P -hard problem #P2CNF
can be defined as follows. Given an instance φ of #P2CNF , we construct an
instance of P-EXTsemIND-A(S) by defining a prAAF Fφ of the form IND-A as in the
above-described construction and choosing S = {A1, A2, A3}. Next we return as
number of satisfying assignments the value 2n ·Pad(S), where n is the number of
propositional variables of φ. It is straightforward to see that the above described
reduction is computable in polynomial time, since the prAAF Fφ defined in the
construction can be computed in polynomial time from a positive 2CNF formula
φ and the formula 2n · Pad(S)) can be computed in polynomial time given that
the value Pad(S) is the value returned by the oracle.

We now prove that the previously defined reduction is sound. Since S =
{A1, A2, A3} is an admissible extension in all and only the possible AAFs α such
that there exists a truth assignment t for x1, . . . , xn which makes φ evaluate to true
and such that β(t) |= α, in order to show that the reduction is sound, it suffices to
prove that the number #φ of satisfying assignments of φ is equal to 2n ·Pad(S)).

We now prove that #φ = 2n · Pad(S)). First, observe that the probability of
every possible world w ∈ ω(W ) is equal to 1

2n
. Next, note that Pad(S) is the sum

of the probabilities of the possible worlds w ∈ ω(W ) such that there is a possible
AAF α ∈ α(F) with w |= α in which S is an admissible extension, that is, the
sum of the probabilities of possible worlds w such that τ = β−1(w) is a truth
assignment for the variables of φ making it satisfied. Hence, Pad(S) = 1

2n
·#φ,

which implies that #φ = 2n · Pad(S)).
Hence, the above described reduction from the #P -hard problem #P2CNF

to P-EXTsemIND-A(S), with sem ∈{ad, st}, is a Cook reduction, and this suffices
to prove that our problem is FP#P -hard, since a problem is FP#P -hard iff it is
#P -hard (see Section 2.5 for a discussion of this property). 2

The results stated above, along with the hierarchy of the restrictions at the
basis of BOOL, MON, and IND-A, straightforwardly entail the following result.

Corollary 1. For any sem ∈ SEM , P-EXTsemGEN (S), P-EXTsemBOOL(S), P-
EXTsemMON(S), and P-EXTsemIND-A(S) are FP#P -complete.

The results stated so far give a complete picture of the complexity of P-
EXTsem(S) for GEN and all its restrictions but IND-D. We now focus on IND-D and
report a first result. In particular, from the fact shown in [16] that P-EXTsemIND (S)
is FP#P -complete for every sem ∈ {co,gr,pr, ids,ide,sst} (see also Ta-
ble 1), we have that P-EXTsemIND-D(S) under these semantics is still FP#P -complete,
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since IND can be seen as a further restriction of IND-D, where both arguments and
defeats are (conditionally) independent from one another.

Fact 1. For any sem ∈ {co,gr,pr, ids,ide,sst}, P-EXTsemIND-D(S) is FP#P -
complete.

Only the case of P-EXTsemIND-D(S) with sem ∈ {ad,st} is not included in the
characterization provided so far: it will be addressed in the following section,
where we will prove that is tractable.

We conclude this section concerning the discussion of lower bounds symp-
tomatic of intractability by turning our attention to P-ACCsem(a). In this case,
we have that the FP#P upper bound stated in the previous section is tight for
every semantics and for every subclass of GEN. This can be viewed as a corol-
lary of Theorem 6, since it straightforwardly derives from it and from the fact that
P-ACCsem(a) is already FP#P -hard over IND [17].

Corollary 2. For every sem ∈ SEM and F ∈ {GEN, BOOL, MON, IND-A, IND-
D }, P-ACCsemF (a) is FP#P -complete.

5.3. Upper bounds: tractable cases
In this section, we show that P-EXTsem(S) can be solved in polynomial time

in the case that the prAAF is of form IND-D and sem ∈ {ad,st}. We exploit the
same idea used in [30] and in [16], that is that of associating sets of arguments with
propositional formulas such that the set is an extension under a certain semantics
iff the set is a model of the formula.

In brief, the reason behind the tractability of this case is that the fact that S is
admissible (resp., stable) can be expressed as a probabilistic event Ead(S) (resp.,
Est(S)) whose probability P (Ead(S)) (resp., P (Est(S))) is equal to Pad(S)

(resp., Pst(S)) and can be computed in polynomial time.
Before providing our results, we introduce some notation. Let σ be an argu-

ment or a defeat. We denote as Lit(σ) the literal appearing in the ws-set of σ, that
is, Lit(σ) = x (resp., Lit(σ) = ¬x) iff λ(σ) = {{x}} (resp., λ(σ) = {{¬x}})
– we recall that we are considering prAAFs of form IND-D, where the “monadic”
restriction holds.

We now model the fact that a set S of arguments is an admissible (resp., stable)
extension as a “complex” event Ead(S) (resp., Est(S)), constructed from the
“basic” events Lit(a) and Lit(δ) (where a and δ are arguments and defeats of the
prAAF).
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Definition 4 (Ead(S)). Given a prAAF F = 〈A,D,W, λ〉 of form IND-D and a
set S ⊆ A of arguments, the event that S is an admissible extension is Ead(S) =
e1(S) ∧ e2(S) ∧ e3(S) where:

• e1(S) =
∧
a∈S

Lit(a)

• e2(S) =
∧

δ = (a, b) ∈ D
∧a ∈ S ∧ b ∈ S

¬Lit(δ)

• e3(S) =
∧

d∈A\S
(e31(S, d) ∨ e32(S, d) ∨ e33(S, d)) where:

– e31(S, d) = ¬Lit(d)

– e32(S, d) = Lit(d) ∧
∧

δ=(d, b)∈D
∧b ∈ S

¬Lit(δ)

– e33(S, d) = Lit(d) ∧
∨

δ = (d, b) ∈ D
∧b ∈ S

Lit(δ) ∧
∨

δ = (a, d) ∈ D
∧a ∈ S

Lit(δ)

2

The rationale of the expression in Definition 4 is as follows. The event Ead(S),
encoding the fact that S is an admissible extension, occurs iff e1(S), e2(S) and
e3(S) simultaneously occur, where:

(i) e1(S) is the event that all of the arguments in S occur;

(ii) e2(S) is the event that no defeat (a, b) (with a, b ∈ S) occurs, meaning that
S is conflict-free;

(iii) e3(S) is the event that for all the arguments d in A \ S, exactly one of the
following events occurs:

– e31(S, d): d does not occur, or

– e32(S, d): d occurs and no defeat (d, b) such that b ∈ S occurs.

– e33(S, d): d occurs, there is at least one argument b ∈ S such that
(d, b) occurs, and there is at least one argument a ∈ S such that (a, d)
occurs.
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Given this, it is easy to see that, given a prAAF F = 〈A,D,W, λ〉 of form IND-D,
for each possible world w ∈ ω(W ), Ead(S) is true w.r.t. w iff S is an admissible
extension in the possible AAF α supported by w. Hence, since:

• P (Ead(S)) is given by the sum of the probabilities of the possible worlds
w ∈ ω(W ) such that Ead(S) is true 3, and

• Pad(S) is given by the sum of the probabilities of the possible AAFs α
such that S is an admissible extension in α, and P (α) is given by the sum
of the probabilities of the possible worlds in ω(W ) supporting α,

then it holds that P (Ead(S)) = Pad(S).
Similar to the case of the admissible semantics, the fact that a set S of ar-

guments is a stable extension is expressed by the probabilistic event Est(S) =
e1(S) ∧ e2(S) ∧ e′3(S), where:

• e1(S) and e2(S) are the events introduced in Definition 4, and

• e′3(S) is the event that for all the arguments d in A \ S, either d does not
occur, or d occurs and it is defeated by S.

The following definition provides the formalization of event Est(S).

Definition 5 (Est(S)). Given a prAAF F = 〈A,D,W, λ〉 and a set S ⊆ A, the
event that S is a stable extension is defined as:

Est(S) = e1(S) ∧ e2(S) ∧ e′3(S)

where e1(S) and e2(S) are the events introduced in Definition 4, and

e′3(S) =
∧

d∈A\S

e31(S, d) ∨ e32(S, d)

where e31(S, d) = ¬Lit(d) and e32(S, d) = Lit(d) ∧
∨

δ=(a, d)∈D
∧a ∈ S

Lit(δ). 2

Reasoning similarly to the case of the admissible semantics, it is easy to see that
P (Est(S)) = Pst(S).

3We say that Ead(S) is true w.r.t. a possible world w iff the formula defining Ead(S) is true
in the case that every variable x appearing in Ead(S) is replaced with the value assigned to x in
w.
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Theorem 8. For any sem ∈ {ad,st}, P-EXTsemIND-D(S) is in FP.

Proof. We first prove the tractability for P-EXTsemIND-D(S) under sem = ad by
showing that P (Ead(S)) can be computed in FP.

We show that one of the two following cases holds:

i) there is no possible world supporting a possible AAF αi = 〈Ai, Di〉 where
S ⊆ Ai, or

ii) it is possible to rewrite Ead(S) into a boolean expression REW(Ead(S))
equivalent to Ead(S) having the following form:

x1 ∧ . . . ∧ xn ∧ ¬xn+1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬xn+m∧
(E1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ek)∧(

(xn+m+1 ∧ Ek+1) ∨
(
¬xn+m+1 ∧ E′k+1

))
∧ . . .

. . . ∧
(
(xn+m+l ∧ Ek+l) ∨

(
¬xn+m+l ∧ E′k+l

)) (4)

where:

– for each i, j ∈ [1..n+m+ l], with i 6= j, we have xi 6= xj;
– for each i ∈ [1..k + h + l], Ei (resp. E ′i) is a conjunction of boolean formulas,

i.e., Ei = Ei1 ∧ . . . ∧Eih (resp., E ′i = E ′i1 ∧ . . . ∧E ′ih′), where every Eij (resp.
E ′ij) is a boolean formula of the form E∗ij ∨ ¬E∗ij ∧ E

#
ij . Herein, each E∗ij and

each E#
ij are boolean formulas of the form E∗ij =

∧r
i′=1 yi′ ∧

∧r+r′

i′=r+1 ¬yi′ and
E#
ij =

∨s
j′=1 zj′ ∨

∨s+s′

j′=s+1 ¬zj′ , where each variable yi′ (with i′ ∈ [1..r + r′])
and each variable zj′ (with j′ ∈ [1..s + s′]) are fresh variables having no other
occurrences in the whole formula REW(Ead(S)).

As regards case i), it is easy to see that there is no possible world supporting a
possible AAF αi = 〈Ai, Di〉 where S ⊆ Ai if and only if there exist a, b ∈ S such
that Lit(a) = xi and Lit(b) = ¬xi. In this case P (Ead(S)) = 0.

As regards case ii), in what follows we show how to obtain a boolean ex-
pression REW(Ead(S)) equivalent to Ead(S) of the form described in Equa-
tion (4) by rewriting the conjunction e1(S)∧ e2(S)∧ e3(S) of Definition 4, that is
REW(Ead(S)) = REW(e1(S)) ∧ REW(e2(S)) ∧ REW(e3(S)).

First, e1(S) is rewritten as REW(e1(S)) = x1∧. . .∧xn′∧¬xn′+1∧. . .∧¬xn′+m′ ,
where xi 6= xj , for each i, j in [1..n′ + m′] by removing duplicate literals in the
formula e1(S) =

∧
a∈S

Lit(a).
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Moreover, it is easy to see that e2(S) can be rewritten in a expression
REW(e2(S)) = xn′+m′+1 ∧ . . . ∧ xn′+m′+h′ ∧ ¬xn′+m′+h′+1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬xn′+m′+h′+k′

where for each i, j ∈ [n′+m′+ 1..n′+m′+h′+ k′] it holds that xi 6= xj if i 6= j
since

e2(S) =
∧

δ = (a, b) ∈ D
∧a ∈ S ∧ b ∈ S

¬Lit(δ)

and every Lit(δ) where δ = (a, b) ∈ D and a ∈ S ∧ b ∈ S mentions a different
variable. Moreover, there is no variable mentioned in REW(e2(S)) that is men-
tioned in REW(e1(S)). Therefore REW(e1(S)) ∧ REW(e2(S)) is an expression of
the form x1 ∧ . . . ∧ xn ∧ ¬xn+1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬xn+m where for each i, j ∈ [1..n + m]
xi 6= xj if i 6= j.

Furthermore, we define the rewriting REW(e3(S)) as follows. First, for each
d, observe that e3(S, d) is defined as follows (see Definition 4):

e3(S, d) = e31(S, d)∨e32(S, d)∨e33(S, d) = ¬Lit(d)∨(Lit(d)∧(E∗∨(¬E∗∧E#)),

where E∗ =
∧

δ=(d, b)∈D
∧b ∈ S

¬Lit(δ) and E# =
∨

δ = (a, d) ∈ D
∧a ∈ S

Lit(δ). Morevoer, since

a variable mentioned in a literal associated ot a defeat is not mentioned in the
literal of any other argument/defeat then it holds that each variable x mentioned
in either E∗ and E# satisfies the following conditions:

• x is mentioned only once in E∗ and E#, and

• x does not appear elsewhere in REW(Ead(S)).

Moreover, e3(S, d) is further rewritten as follows:

• (i) if Lit(d) = x then REW(e3(S, d)) = (x∧E)∨(¬x∧E ′) whereE = true
and E ′ = E∗ ∨ ¬E∗ ∧ E#,

• otherwise (that is Lit(d) = ¬x), REW(e3(S, d)) = (x ∧ E) ∨ (¬x ∧ E ′)
where E = E∗ ∨ ¬E∗ ∧ E# and E ′ = true.

Finally, we set REW(e3(S)) equal to
∧
d∈A\S REW(e3(S, d)).

Next, REW(e3(S)) is further simplified grouping together conjunctions having
the same literal as first argument. That is, denoting as X(A \ S) the set of x such
that d ∈ A \ S exists with Lit(d) = x or Lit(d) = ¬x, e3(S) is rewritten so that
it contains, for each x ∈ X(A \ S), a unique term of the form (x ∧ (E1 ∧ E2 ∧
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. . . ∧Ek)) ∨ (¬x ∧ (E ′1 ∧E ′2 ∧ . . . E ′k)), where k is the number of arguments d in
A \ S such that Lit(d) = x or Lit(d) = ¬x.

Moreover, if some x in X(A \ S) is such that x or ¬x are mentioned in
REW(e1(S)) ∧ REW(e2(S)), then REW(e3(S)) is further simplified as follows:

• if x is mentioned in REW(e1(S))∧REW(e2(S)), the formula (x∧(E1∧E2∧
. . .∧Ek))∨ (¬x∧ (E ′1∧E ′2∧ . . . E ′k)) is replaced by (E1∧E2∧ . . .∧Ek) ,
since REW(e1(S))∧REW(e2(S))∧(¬x∧(E ′1∧E ′2∧. . . E ′k)) is not satisfiable
and the literal x appears in REW(e1(S)) ∧ REW(e2(S)),

• otherwise, if ¬x is mentioned in REW(e1(S)) ∧ REW(e2(S)), the formula
(x∧ (E1∧E2∧ . . .∧Ek))∨ (¬x∧ (E ′1∧E ′2∧ . . . E ′k)) is replaced by (E ′1∧
E ′2∧ . . . E ′k)), since REW(e1(S))∧REW(e2(S))∧ (x∧ (E1∧E2∧ . . .∧Ek))
is not satisfiable and the literal ¬x appears in REW(e1(S)) ∧ REW(e2(S)).

From the definition of REW(Ead(S)) it straightforwardly follows that
REW(Ead(S)) is a boolean expression of the form (4) that is equivalent to
Ead(S), whose size is polynomially bounded by the size of the prAAF and is
constructed from Ead(S) in time polynomial w.r.t. the size of the prAAF (as ev-
ery rewriting operation applied to Ead(S) can be done in polynomial time w.r.t.
the size of the prAAF).

Now, we conclude the proof by showing that the probability of a boolean ex-
pression of the form (4) can be evaluated in polynomial time w.r.t. the size of the
formula.

Specifically, it is easy to see that the probability of a formula of the form (4),
that is

P

 x1 ∧ . . . ∧ xn ∧ ¬xn+1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬xn+m ∧ (E1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ek))∧(
(xn+m+1 ∧ Ek+1) ∨

(
¬xn+m+1 ∧ E′k+1

))
∧ . . .

. . . ∧
(
(xn+m+l ∧ Ek+l) ∨

(
¬xn+m+l ∧ E′k+l

))


corresponds to the following expression

P (x1)× . . .× P (xn)× (1− P (xn+1))× . . .
×(1− P (xn+m))× (P (E1)× . . .× P (Ek)))×(

(P (xn+m+1)× P (Ek+1)) +
(

(1− P (xn+m+1))× P (E′
k+1)

))
×

. . .×
(

(P (xn+m+l)× P (Ek+l)) +
(

(1− P (xn+m+l))× P (E′
k+l)

)) (5)

where, for each i ∈ [1..n+m+ l], P (xi) is the probability assigned to xi 7→ true
in the world table W and, for each j ∈ [1..k + l], P (Ej) (resp. P (E ′j), is defined
as follows.
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Recall that Ej = Ej1 ∧ . . .∧Ejh (resp. E ′j = E ′j1 ∧ . . .∧E ′jh), where for each
l ∈ [1..h] it holds that Ejl = E∗jl ∨ ¬E∗jl ∧ E

#
jl (resp. E ′jl = E ′∗jl ∨ ¬E ′

∗
jl ∧ E ′

#
jl).

Hence, P (Ej) is equal to P (Ej1)× . . .×P (Ejh) (as every Ejl mentions different
variables) and P (Eij) is equal to P (E∗jl) + (1 − P (E∗jl)) × P (E#

jl ) (as E∗jl and
¬E∗jl are mutually exclusive events and E#

jl mentions only variables not appearing
in E∗jl).

Finally, we define P (E∗jl) and P (E#
jl ) as follows. Recall that

E∗jl =
∧

δ=(d, b)∈D
∧b ∈ S

¬Lit(δ) =
r∧
i=1

yi ∧
r+r′∧
j=r+1

¬yi

and

E#
jl =

∨
δ = (a, d) ∈ D
∧a ∈ S

Lit(δ) =
s∨
i=1

zi ∨
s+s′∨
j=s+1

¬zi,

where the variables mentioned in E∗jl and E#
jl are all distinct and do not appear

elsewhere in REW(Ead(S)). Hence it is easy to see that,

P (E∗jl) =
r∏
i=1

P (yi)×
r+r′∏
j=r+1

(1− P (yi))

and

P (E#
jl ) = 1−

s∏
i=1

(1− P (zi))×
s+s′∏
j=s+1

P (zi)

Hence, by substituting the above defined values of P (E∗jl) and P (E#
jl ) into Equa-

tion (5) we obtain an expression that can be computed in polynomial time w.r.t.
the size of the prAAF. 2

5.4. Discussion of the results
The results obtained so far about the complexity of P-EXTsem(S) and P-

ACCsem(a) are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. Analogously to what ob-
served in Section 3, it is worth noting that, except for the tractable cases, solving
P-EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a) over GEN and its subclasses is more complex
than over EX (as FP#P contains FP C , for any C in the polynomial hierarchy).
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This result must be read by keeping in mind that GEN is exponentially more suc-
cinct than EX, thus, intuitively, the cost of solving a problem over EX may benefit
from a “discount” consisting in a “level of exponentiality”, compared with solving
the same problem encoded over GEN.

Another interesting point is that the presence of different forms of correlations
has an impact on the complexity of P-EXTsem(S) under the admissible and sta-
ble semantics. In fact, in these cases, P-EXTsem(S) can be polynomially solved
when defeats are independent, and correlations (in terms of co-existence and xor
constraints) are expressed between arguments (see column IND-D in Table 1). In-
terestingly, switching things, by making arguments independent and defeats cor-
related, makes the complexity explode. Observe this behavior is not implied by
the fact that the deterministic version EXTsem(S) is polynomially decidable un-
der the admissible and stable semantics. In fact, P-EXTsem(S) over IND-D is
FP#P -complete under the complete and the grounded semantics, under which
EXTsem(S) is polynomially decidable.

As for P-ACCsem(a), the sensitivity analysis to the sub-classese of GEN does
not allow us to find tractability islands related to the types of correlations imposed
over the terms of the dispute, since P-ACCsem(a) is already FP#P -complete un-
der every semantics over IND. However, the result that P-ACCsem(a) over GEN

is still in FP#P allows us to conclude that imposing correlations does not further
increase the complexity of the problem.

It is worth noting that the succinctness property of the paradigm of ws-
descriptors and ws-sets makes our complexity characterization over the form GEN

describe the intrinsic complexity of P-EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a) (since the
results refer to a compact representation of the input). Interestingly, the va-
lidity on the same results shown over GEN can be easily proven to hold when
using other popular paradigms for representing pdfs and correlations, such as
Bayesian Networks. In this case, for instance, the results of FP#P -hardness and
the FP -membership for different combinations 〈semantics/types of correlations〉
over Bayesian Networks can be obtained from those proved for GEN by observing
that encoding xor and co-existence relationships in a Bayesian Network requires
the same space as in GEN.

In brief, what reported in Table 1 and Table 2 gives a complete picture of how
the complexity is sensitive to the semantics, the way of encoding the pdf, and
the types of correlations between arguments/defeats. In the future work, we will
devote our attention to searching for islands of tractability not related to syntactic
restrictions, but to structural properties of a suitable graph-based representation of
the prAAF.
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6. Using GEN in practice: ongoing research

As highlighted in Section 4.2, the form GEN exhibits a nice trade-off between
expressiveness and compactness, as its paradigm for encoding the pdf over the
possible AAFs allows any pdf to be represented, while being exponentially more
succinct than EX. In particular, the form GEN is likely to be a good choice at
least when the number of scenarios (possible AAFs) is not small (so that the enu-
meration of the possible AAFs required by the form EX is impractical), and the
independence between all the arguments/defeats cannot be assumed (so that IND

cannot be used).
Moreover, the form GEN can be used in a very user-friendly way in the case

that the only correlations are XOR and co-existence constraints: as it will be
clearer in what follows, this case avoids the need to explicitly specify the ws-sets
of each term of the dispute, as the ws-sets can be automatically obtained if only the
marginal probabilities of arguments/defeats and their correlations are specified. In
this regard, we are currently developing an argumentation system providing a vi-
sual interface that allows the user to specify arguments, defeats, probabilities and
correlations as components of a particular argumentation graph, that is eventually
translated into a prAAF of form MON (as discussed in Section4.4, this subclass of
GEN suffices to express the considered forms of correlations). In particular, the
graph has the following characteristics (see Figure 3):

– the nodes represent arguments, and can be grouped into macro-nodes in order
to impose a co-existence constraint over sets of them (see nodes a1, a2, a3 in
Figure 3);

– the edges represent defeats, and are pairwise connected with a dotted line
marked with “AND” when a coexistence constraint holds over them (see the
defeats involving a1, a2, and a3 in Figure 3);

– pairs of arguments and pairs of defeats such that an XOR constraint holds be-
tween them are connected with a dotted line marked with “XOR” (see the de-
feats between a5 and a6 in Figure 3);

– each node/defeat is associated with a marginal probability. In particular, for
nodes belonging to the same macro-node, the probability is specified only once
over the macro-node; moreover, for terms linked by dotted lines marked with
AND or XOR, the probabilities are due to be equal or complimentary, respec-
tively.

The semantics of the graph is the prAAF obtained by assuming independence
wherever not explicitly specified through co-existence and XOR constraints. For
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instance, the fact that the node a4 in the graph of Figure 3 is included in no macro-
node and connected to no argument via XOR links means that argument a4 is
independent from all the other arguments (that is, its occurrence in the actual
dispute is not influenced by the presence of other arguments). Analogously, the
macro-node containing a1, a2, a3 in the graph in Figure 3 means that each of these
three arguments has 80% probability to occur in the dispute, and that they are not
independent: if one of them occurs, all the others do. Intuitively, the semantics
of this form of graph in term of a prAAF of form MON is straightforward: the
co-existence constraints between arguments can be expressed by associating the
arguments in a macro-node with the same descriptor, while XOR constraints by
associating the two arguments with alternative values of the same variable. The
interested reader can find a complete “interpretation” of the graph in Figure 3 in
Example 7 below.

Remarkably, this way of specifying correlations and probabilities resembles
the way of assigning probabilities that is used in IND (which is very user-friendly,
since the user may focus on each sub-group of the dispute separately), while al-
lowing common types of correlations to be specified, thus overcoming a limit in
expressiveness of IND.

Example 7. The translation of the argumentation graph in Figure 3 into a prAAF
F = 〈A,D,W, λ〉 is as follows. Each node ai is put in A and a binary variable
xi is created. Next, the variables corresponding to arguments in a same macro-
node and/or connected via XOR links are merged into a unique variable where
the subscripts are concatenated. In this case, we create variables x123, x4, x5, x6.
Then, we put into W the triples reported in the table on left-hand side below, and
partially define λ as specified in the table on the right-hand side below:
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Var value p
x123 0 0.2
x123 1 0.8
x4 0 0.5
x4 1 0.5
x5 1 1
x6 1 1

Term λ(Term)
a1 {{x123 → 1}}
a2 {{x123 → 1}}
a3 {{x123 → 1}}
a4 {{x4 → 1}}
a5 {{x5 → 1}}
a6 {{x6 → 1}}

The same rationale is used to populateD and define the variables correspond-
ing to the defeats. In this case, denoting as δij the defeat from ai to aj , we define
the variables y13,32, y34, y45, y56,65. Then, we complete W and the definition of λ
with the following entries:

Var value p
y13,32 0 0.4
y13,32 1 0.6
y34 0 0.5
y34 1 0.5
y45 0 0.5
y45 1 0.5
y56,65 0 0.7
y56,65 1 0.3

Term λ(Term)
δ13 {{y13,32 → 1}}
δ32 {{y13,32 → 1}}
δ34 {{y34 → 1}}
δ45 {{y45 → 1}}
δ56 {{y56,65 → 0}}
δ65 {{y56,65 → 1}}

It is easy to see how the correlations expressed in the graph have been en-
coded. For instance, the fact that λ associates δ56 with the ws-set {{y56,65 → 0}}
and δ65 with the “complimentary” ws-set {{y56,65 → 1}} translates the XOR con-
straints over these two defeats. Similarly, the fact that λ associates δ13 and δ32

with the same ws-set {{y13,32 → 1}} implies that these defeats will be in the same
possible AAFs.

To summarize, the reader can check that the prAAF of form MON reported
above represents the set of 26 possible AAFs in the following table (each row de-
scribes the composition of a possible AAF), whose enumeration is clearly harder
than drawing the graph.
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α a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 δ13 δ32 δ34 δ45 δ56 δ65

α1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
α2 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
α3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
α4 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
α5 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
α6 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
α7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
α8 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
α9 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
α10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
α11 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
α12 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
α13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
α14 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
α15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
α16 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
α26 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1

The probability of each possible AAF can be easily understood by looking at the
graph. For instance, the probability of α7 is the product of the following factors
(in brackets we report the event corresponding to the probability): 0.8 (a1, a2, a3

occur)× 0.5 (a4 occurs)× 1 (a5 occurs)× 1 (a6 occurs)× 0.6 (δ12 and δ32, given
that a1, a2, a3 occur) × 0.5 (δ34 does not occur, given that a3 and a4 occur) × 0.5
(δ45 does not occur, given that a4 and a5 occur) × 0.7 (δ56 occurs and δ65 does
not, given that a5 and a6 occur), that is 4.2%. 2

7. RELATED WORK

The main state-of-the-art approaches for handling uncertainty in AAFs by re-
lying on probability theory can be classified in two categories, based on the way
they interpret the probabilities of the arguments: those adopting the classical con-
stellations approach [5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and those adopting the re-
cent epistemic one [31, 32, 33]. The former has been widely discussed in the
core of the paper (see Section 2), where the sub-categories EX [9, 10, 12] and
IND [11, 14, 15, 16] have been analyzed as well. As regards the epistemic ap-
proach, probabilities and extensions have a different semantics, compared with
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the constellations approach. Specifically, the probability of an argument repre-
sents the degree of belief in the argument (the higher the probability, the more the
argument is believed), and a key concept is the “rational” probability distribution,
that requires that if the belief in an argument is high, then the belief in the argu-
ments attacked by it is low. In this approach, epistemic extensions are considered
rather than Dung’s extensions, where an epistemic extension is the set of argu-
ments that are believed to be true to some degree. The interested reader can find a
more detailed comparative description of the two categories in [34].

We now focus our attention on the approaches classified as constellations,
as the complexity characterization provided in our work refers to this class of
prAAFs, to which obviously our new framework GEN and its subclasses belong
too. Among the research works dealing with prAAFs of form EX, [9] addressed
the modeling of jury-based dispute resolutions, and proposed a prAAF where
uncertainty is taken into account by specifying probability distribution functions
(pdfs) over possible AAFs and showing how an instance of the proposed prAAF
can be obtained by specifying a probabilistic assumption-based argumentation
framework (introduced by themselves). In the same spirit, [10] defined a prAAF
as a pdf over the set of possible AAFs, and introduced a probabilistic version of
a fragment of the ASPIC framework [35] that can be used to instantiate the pro-
posed prAAF. [36] addresses the problem of computing all the subgraphs of an
AAF in which an argument a belongs to the grounded extension, and [12] extends
it by focusing on computing the probability that an argument a belongs to the
grounded extension of a probabilistic abstract argumentation framework. In par-
ticular, [12] assumes to receive a joint probability distribution over the arguments
as input. In fact, providing a joint probability distribution usually means speci-
fying the probability values for all the possible correlations, i.e., P (a), P (a ∧ b),
P (a ∧ b ∧ c)... and so on. This is analogous to providing the probabilities for
all the possible AAFs (since defeats are considered as certain). Thus, the prAAF
considered in [12] can be viewed as a prAAF of form EX.

Differently from [9] and [10], [14] proposed a prAAF where probabilities
are directly associated with arguments and defeats, instead of being associated
with possible AAFs, and independence among pairs of arguments/defeats is as-
sumed. After claiming that computing the probability P sem(S) that a set S of
arguments is an extension according to sem requires exponential time for ev-
ery semantics, [14] proposed a Monte-Carlo simulation approach to approximate
P sem(S). [11, 15, 16] build upon [14]: [11] characterizes different semantics from
the approach of [14] in terms of probabilistic logic, as a first step in the direction
of creating a uniform logical formalization for all the proposed AAFs of the lit-
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erature, in order to understand and compare the different approaches. [15, 16],
instead, showed that computing P sem(S) is actually tractable for the admissi-
ble and stable semantics, but it is FP#P -complete for other semantics, including
complete, grounded, preferred and ideal-set. Furthermore, [37, 38] proposed a
Monte-Carlo approach to efficiently estimate P sem(S) based on the polynomiality
results of [15, 16]. In [14], as well as in [9] and [10], P sem(S) is defined as the
sum of the probabilities of the possible AAFs where S is an extension according
to semantics sem.

In the above-cited works, probability theory is recognized as a fundamental
tool to model uncertainty. However, a deeper understanding of the role of proba-
bility theory in abstract argumentation was developed only later in [13, 34], where
the justification and the premise perspectives of probabilities of arguments are in-
troduced. According to the former perspective the probability of an argument in-
dicates the probability that it is justified in appearing in the argumentation system.
In contrast, the premise perspective views the probability of an argument as the
probability that the argument is true based on the degrees to which the premises
supporting the argument are believed to be true. Starting from these perspectives,
in [34], a formal framework showing the connection among argumentation theory,
classical logic, and probability theory was investigated. Furthermore, qualifica-
tion of attacks is addressed in [5], where an investigation of the meaning of the
uncertainty concerning defeats in probabilistic abstract argumentation is provided.

Besides the approaches that model uncertainty in AAFs by relying on prob-
ability theory, many proposals have been made where uncertainty is represented
by exploiting weights or preferences on arguments and/or defeats [39, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 45]. Another interesting approach to represent uncertainty in argumenta-
tion is that based on using possibility theory, as done in [46, 47, 48]. Although
the approaches based on weights, preferences, possibilities, or probabilities to
model uncertainty have been proved to be effective in different contexts, there is
no common agreement on what kind of approach should be used in general. In
this regard, [13, 34] observed that the probability-based approaches may take ad-
vantage from relying on a well-established and well-founded theory, whereas the
approaches based on weights or preferences do not conform to well-established
theories yet.

The computational complexity of computing extensions has been thoroughly
investigated for classical AAFs [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] with respect to several
semantics (a comprehensive overview of argumentation semantics can be found
in [49]). In particular, [22] presents a number of results on the complexity of
some decision questions for semi-stable semantics, while [24] focuses on ideal
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semantics; complexity results for preferred semantics can be found in [23]. Com-
plexity results about skeptical and credulous acceptance under admissible, com-
plete, grounded, stable and preferred semantics have been provided in [50, 51, 52],
while [24] characterizes the complexity of skeptical and credulous acceptance un-
der ideal and ideal-set. [25] provides complexity results for AAFs in terms of
skeptical and credulous acceptance under the semi-stable semantics, while [26]
analyses CF2 semantics. The recent work [27] has studied the computational com-
plexity of different decision problems centred on critical sets of arguments whose
status (i.e., membership to an extension) is sufficient to determine uniquely the
status of every other argument. As regard the case of adding weights to AAFs, the
computational complexity of computing extensions has been deeply investigated
in [43, 44], whereas the complexity for the case of using preferences is studied in
[40, 53].

Several systems are available for reasoning in non-probabilistic argumentation
frameworks, such as [54, 55, 56, 57]. Furthermore, a system for reasoning in
probabilistic argumentation frameworks is presented in [58]. An up-to-date survey
of systems for solving reasoning problem in AAFs can be found in [59].

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A thorough characterization of the complexity of the fundamental problem
P-EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a) over probabilistic abstract argumentation frame-
works has been provided. The results reported in this paper give an insight on
the sensitiveness of the complexity to the semantics adopted for the extensions,
the representation paradigm of the pdf, and the forms of correlations between
arguments/defeats. This fills a gap in the existing research literature, where the
complexity of P-EXTsem(S) and P-ACCsem(a) was studied only in specific cases,
such as the case that the terms of the dispute are independent events, or the deter-
ministic case.

This analysis of the two fundamental problems has been allowed by the intro-
duction of a new form of prAAF (namely, GEN), that enables correlations between
the terms of the dispute to be easily specified in (and detected from) the encoding
of the pdf. The new framework has been shown to exhibit a nice trade-off between
expressiveness and compactness, and its use as the core of practical argumentation
systems has been discussed and is, in fact, matter of an ongoing research.

There are several interesting directions for future work. On the one hand,
the complexity analysis can be easily extended to deal with the sceptical variant
of the acceptance problem, where an argument is required to belong to all the
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extensions. For some semantics, extending our results is trivial. For instance, the
characterization under the ideal semantics does not change w.r.t. the case studied
here, since the ideal extension is unique. Analogously, the case of admissible
semantics becomes trivial, since the empty set is always an admissible extension.
For the other semantics, very similar reasonings to those used in the proofs of our
results can be adopted to provide a characterization under the sceptical variant of
P-ACCsem(a).

On the other hand, other directions for extending our results are less straight-
forward, such as that of widening the complexity analysis to include other seman-
tics for the extensions (such as stage [60], cf2 [26], and the variants of the ideal
semantics defined in [61]).

Finally, we will focus our attention to address some other research problems
in the probabilistic frameworks, such as the computation of the most probable
extension or the argument having the highest probability of acceptance. The latter
can be reduced to invoking a solver P-ACCsem(a) for each argument, thus its
complexity is closely related to that of P-ACCsem(a). As regards the former, the
characterization of its complexity requires further investigation.
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